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ABSTRACT
Agricultural decision makers must continually adjust their pro
duction and marketing plans. Information on anticipated product and
factor price levels is necessary to make,decisions which will increase
resource returns over time. This study develops a systematic procedure
for generating .intermediate term outlook information about livestock
and poultry industries. A computer program is written to permit simu
lation and forecasting of endogenous variables, given actual and fore
casted values of exogenous variables. A procedure is developed to
validate equations, commodity sectors and the overall model, using two
verification indices -- the average percentage error and the Theil
inequality coefficient. Based on exogenous variable forecasts to
fourth quarter, 1979, the model was permitted to simulate time paths
of endogenous variables to 1979. Forecasts of one to four quarters
appear to have the highest degree of accuracy. Analysts may also
find the model useful for simulating alternative longer term livestock
market scenarios.
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• 'INTRODUCTION' "
Livestock'and meat'-prbducersj- processors -and consumers need S'
to continually adjust plans'as-expected prices" change and-affect - i--
expected^'relati've profits and utility* from alternative uses'for the
resources'they manage.- These decisibh^makers demand information and
analysis of anticipated-product-supplies- aridJprice levels.• iMarket-
analysts and-market researchers'are" contihually-'searching• fo'r more
accurate'procedures to anticipate- supplies^and prices; This report
presents' a -systematic- computer-simulation-procedure for'iorecasting", -
quarterly supply and price informatioh'i-f6r""'beef-, pork", lamb, broiler-
and turkey'in the-United States';r. The model' describes and^iquantifies"
important relationships in the-'livestock'meat'^'industries. Careful
study of these structural'-relationships gives a-rather accurate
understanding of'the.functioning-ofithese industries."
^ Livestock-land poultry production*; processing, and retailing^-
^ face price,'volatility.i ^Supplies are fixed, in the' short-run and are •
perishable;:•--':Demands' are'inelastic.''Within 3 months .the quantity'of
meat can neither be increased noir decreased. significantly"i''leaving -
' iprice to bear the burden of adjusting quantity demanded to quantity i
'• available. The livestock markets are always cleared, and the available';
supplies allocated among uses by prices. Temperate zone field crops
I•: jhave only one supply per year. Livestock .yield relatively indepen-
I
>jdent supplies in several periods each year. Each quarter's supply
i
• [is rather independent from the one before and the one after. A fore-
|Casting system for livestock must reliably predict production and
j>1 jdemand independently for each quarter for each class of livestock.
i
The prices for each quarter are the result of the positioning of
t' jthe demand and the predetermined supply for that quarter. For this
i; [reason a sequentially ordered quarterly econometric model of the
i
}
-livestock and poultry industries was specified. Meat supplies for
i•jeach species and each quarter are determined independently, Acompu-
Miter program permits the sequentially ordered equations to simulate
!the past or forecast the future based on actual or on assumed levels
!
'of exogenous variables, past levels of endogenous variables and
piistorical relationships among all variables.
!
. ' This report has three objectives. The first is to describe the
1
.> jprice-quantity model for the livestock meat industries as built at
I
[Iowa State University. It reports part of a stream of work done by
. iButtimer (1), Craddock(2), Crom (3), Fuller (5),Ladd (6), Karg (10),
i
•r Rahn (15), and Mann (12a) at Iowa State University. The present
< model called SIMU IV is largely the work by Rahn (15), with "
!'! ? 7 VP"' • }^. • li l \ r '"1;; " * !• I'ri 111 :i II 11 Mu'" CTUt Jiiili;
.<• tli«, -iv'-,-.'"- !v"i'iti of ••tM's I'''.. ; ii)^. nui" inrinriii.il
Amodifications by-Mann (12a)., -The second,,objective is to present and
demonstrate a procedure for relative accuracy evaluation or yalida-
tion of simulation. The procedure is. very useful in evaluating the
extent of improvement in simulation or forecasting accuracy contributed
by alternative equation specifications. Third,^forecasts of endogen-.
ous variables are presented through fourth, quarter,^ 1979. Th^se
forecasts ^are conditional and depend on the coefficients of the model ,
and also on the time paths of exogenous variables assumed to 1979«^, .
Errors observed after 1973 thus may- be due to errors in exogenous
variables or. structural relations.which deviate from average^past .
structural relationships, j •>
. STRUCTURE OF THE-MODEL AND DATA SOURCES . .
2
The model is a system, of structural, equations,. The relation- ^
ships characterize all five of the United States* relatively economi
cally independent livestock-and poultry productipa..enterprises. ,The
model captures the character of. the, interdependent meat .market with ,.
simultaneous price determination^processes. Variables such as
population,; incomes, wage, rates, and technology position the demand.,.,,
functions but are determined externally or outside the model. In
the simultaneous-demand subroutine.any one quarterly, supply is con
sidered predetermined by production.,decisions.made in previous
quarters. Prices for each quarter.,are estimated as those, necessary
to clear the markets given the position of the demand curves and the «
predetermined supply.
The model encompasses five commodities: (1) beef cattle, (2)
swine, (3) sheep', (4) broilers, and (5) turkeys. Swine and turkey
production vary widely between seasons. The classification of
months is seasonal, not calendar quarters, and is geared to the pro
duction seasons. First quarter: December, January, February; Second
quarter: March, April, May; Third quarter: June, July, August;
Fourth quarter: September, October, November.
The system of linear equations contains 48 endogenous and 22
exogenous variables. One structural equation determines each of the
3
48 endogenous variables. As each endogenous variable is estimated
for the quarter, it is a dependent variable estimated through coeffi
cients linking it to exogenous and previously determined endogenous
variables. All equations are ordered sequentially within the quarter
and recursively between quarters. The exception is one block of five
simultaneous equations to estimate wholesale prices. Single linear
equations are maintained. Past variation of each endogenous variable
is made a function of past variation in exogenous variables, and/or
lagged endogenous variables, ^
The sequential ordering for each quarter in the supply routines ^
begins with farm inventory of breeding herds and meat animals. The
estimation sequence proceeds with the use of birth rates and marketing
rates Ito estimate. number of animals slaughtered. Average weight is
combined with, yield to, provide total, live weight,^production and .to^tal
carcass or( ready-to-copk,weight. Total meat production is adjusted for.
storage,and ;_impo_r.tSiTexports,; before dividing,by population to get _
per capita disappearance. These per capita, supplies enter as pre-
determined variables in-a simultaneous ^syst^ of dei^nd equations
^ich determine-rthe prices-of- all^ five commodities . jointly- at the
wholesale-.level; Finally,-, through;wholesale-tp-farm n^rgin equations,
each quarter*s^average farm-leyeliprice>is.derived from,the respec
tive wholesale price..-.- Farm prices, ;tpgetherjwith :fee<i and other cost
variables influence,profitability and-^hence production^,decisions for ,
future periods. , •In;the. recursiv.e model producers^ are. assfumed, to use,
only current, and: pastprices and profitability tp• establish future
production-levels. A visual, representation or flow chart of . the ,,
model is.presented.in Figure 1 of^Appendix I..j Variables- are defined
in Appendix III. - - . , •. ,, .-i -r-.-.--
The model is. formulated on.,the assumption that current prices,
of livestock and poultry are the result.of .current.production, but
current prices-do not; signi^ficantlyj,influence current production levels.
In principle, this is;^an 9verstatement,.|buts empirically:,there isatime,
lag from decision to,production and current prices,,require time, to
influence production level. There is ^alsp perishability and with many
competing producers all that is_ produced ,comes.,;to market.., The lag
from price to production will vary by commodity and is conditioned by
behavioral, technical and institutional constraints. Each production
equation in the model contains price variables from the" previous
quarters which were most consistent with practice and were discovered
to best explain current production.
With lagged prices'and lagged values of the dependent variable
used as independent variable's special estimation procedures' are used.
The procedure is outlined by Fuller (7,8) and transforms thedata to •
estimate coefficients corrected for autocorrelation. Practically,
if any equation shows an unacceptable Durbin-Watson statistic or con
tains a lagged value of" the dependent variable, the residual of the
equation for time period t is regressed on residual for time period
t-1 to estimate autocorrelation coefficient. "This coefficient is then
used to transform the data into a- special form of first differences
and the coefficients presented are those which minimize deviation
from the equatian re-estimated using the transformed data-;
The- mean square error is indicated by an S and an estimate of
the autocorrelation coefficient 'obtained is denoted by the letter r.
Several other statistics are generated. The t-statistic for-each
coefficient is presented in parenthesis directly under that coefficient.
The letter F denotes the F-statistic obtained'for each" equation. The
2
coefficient of multiple correlation is denoted by R .
One version of each equation is-presented in the text. In
A.
several instances, numerous'alternative'specifications, were estimated, ,
but the equatiion presented'here has the'lowest residual mean square
or standard error of the estimate."^Actually-the best equation prob
ably should be.'selected riot'just by gbodriess'of •fit-, but by:logic and
goodness of simulation.' • ..v •
Beef and''pork-production sectors'*as- well as the wholesale to
farm level price equations were estimated from the'" 1962 to 1972 period.
However, the beef-cow'iriventory equation'use's a l955 to;'1970 sample-
period. Demand section "and cold storage' equations-were estimated from-
a 1955 through 1970 period.'•Finaiay,'cl956: through 1970 was utilized
for broiler and turkey production'sectors.' - Each sample'period must : ,
be long 'enough' to""'encompass more'years''than one complete production
cycle of the commodity. Therefore; the^--longest 'sample period isr •
used for beef to'help capture •the-''essehce'of-the-striicturei of--that-'
livestock^ sector'-. a-' • ....
All data is secondary and is'pubri^shed-''by^"either the United . ' •
States Department of Agriculture or the United States^^-D'epartment of '
Commerce. Agency publication's-'contaihiiig- specific^ data series are
included in" bibliographic 'reference''numbers' 18 through 36. •'> •
C' .rr \ ' 'jO -'.u-- ... _ .. I • ' iu:i > • .
4 / ,
Definition of Variables \ - > i
" "Quarterly measured vafiables'-are' general-iy 'defined'-as -the simple
average of the' appropriate three"^monthly bbservations'^within-that
.quarter. Population, an exception, is estimated by averaging data.
;for a four month period, for example, December, January, February and
March, to obtain the first quarter estimate.
All variables which relate to cattle or beef commodities in the
model begin with a C or B. Variables relating to hog or pork com
modities begin-'With an H or P except for DHSFQ - a calculated dif
ference sow farrowing variable. Lamb and mutton or sheep commodity
.variables begin with an L. Broiler,and turkey commodity related
variables begin respectively with BR and TR. Names containing Q
idenote a physical quantity or supply flow variable. Names containing
,'a P are price or profit indicator'variables. An N or W in the last
•position of-the notation denotes.,respectively a va.riable expressed
iper capita, and a wholesale or weight variable.,
The variables D2, D3 and D4 are used to allow a seasonal shift
* • ^
of the variable. Thus the D2 coefficient is added to the intercept
or constant term .in the; second quarter and D3 coefficient is added
in the third quarter. ^ ^
The beef cattle inventory or stock variables are annual and the
current year is indicated by L and the previous year by L-1 , For
example, beef cow numbers in the current year are CBCS(L) while beef
cow numbers last January first are CBCS(L-1).
MDst variables are,quarterly and the current quarter is indicated
by I and the previous quarter by I.-l, For example, the price per
• f
hundredweight (cwt.) of choice slaughter steers at Omaha for the cur
rent quarter is CSP(I) while the cattle steer price for last quarter
is CSP(I-l).
The first difference of a variable is indicated by $ before the
variable. Thus $CSP(I) is the current cattle steer price minus the
cattle steer price last quarter.^
To calculate personal disposable income, monthly values for total
personal income are averaged to form quarterly estimates. The calen
dar quarter estimate of personal tax and nontax payments is expressed
as a proportion of total personal income for the calendar quarter. One
minus this proportion is then multiplied by the quarterly estimate of
total personal income for the seasonal grouping of months to obtain
personal disposable income.
The seasonally unadjusted unemployment rate UNEMP is defined as
one minus the ratio of the total employed labor force to the total
civilian labor force. Since this variable is used in estimating struc
tural equations which are subjected to covariance analysis to determine
seasonal difference in functional form, the seasonally unadjusted
unemployment rate is used, Ladd (12).
Other data series that require special attention because of inade
quate length are the cattle inventory and wholesale turkey price vari
ables. In 1971, cattle inventory estimates by sex and age were discon
tinued, Only sex and weight classification estimates are now made.
Wholesale price data on 8-16 pound young hen turkeys at New York is
unavailable prior to 1963. However, in both cases, the availability of
n overlapping, highly correlated data series permits extrapolation of
the desired proxy variable series to the required length. For a dis
cussion of extrapolation procedures used, see Buttimer (1, pp. 42-45).
PRODUCTION RELATIONS
Beef Sector
Beef production for the year is influenced strongly by the num
ber of cattle and calves on hand at the beginning of the year. Dairy
cattle numbers are determined outside the ncdel and are primarily a
function of milk consumption and milk production per cow. Dairy
cow numbers are affected by beef prices only marginally (veal pro
duction originates mainly from dairy cattle sources and is not con
sidered in this study; commercially produced veal totaled 558 millioa
pounds in 1970. approximately 2.6 percent of commercial beef pro
duction). Beef derived from fininshing dairy calves and slaughter
of dairy cows are included explicitly in commercial beef production.
Beef cattle numbers are determined by four equations which estimate
annual inventory of cattle and calves. These stocks are limited
by historxcal quarterly slaughter rates to estimate steer, heifer
and cow slaughter during the ensuing year. Total commercial
cattle slaughter is obtained through a technical equation.
10
Average slaughter weight and. dressing, yield for ^^each quarter are
estimated independently--andvthen used with-slaughter numbers to -
derive commercial beef-production.. . r\.-. i-c.
n.i. J-. s I
11
Beef cow inventory equation (CBCS) • ' >
The fundamental barometer ,:of ..the-cattle inventory .cycle is the-
• . ' ^ * /
number of beef cows on farms and ranches. The model must periodically
forecast whether farmers and ranchers will collectively decide to
expand, maintain'or '^reduce the .size .of- the cow herd and by how much.
In principle, the beef cow herd will expand when cow herd owners
expect the discounted net revenue-yfrom producing and, selling icalves
in the futurewill exceed the revenuerobtainable immediately from -
the sale of-fcbws andrheifers foruslaughter .or-, feeding.The_,cow herd •,
should• decline if ,the expected-price .of.-calves/falls ^below cost of
production. Cow numbers''should expandi sharply:if producers expect .;
calves in the future to sell for profitable prices and the .current
price of cows and heifers is.lbw;.- • J "
Although, in principle, the net revenue expected by cow herd
owners is a function of expected future prices, these are not obser
vable. Logicallyi" .expectations may.:be:,based on:actual past ^price
levels and changes in past prices. Hence, lagged prices and price
changes are substituted for expected net returns as explanatory
variables in estimating the beef cow inventory. Variation in level
of beef cow inventory can be explained better by also including last
year's level of beef cows as an explanatory variable. Through the
use of standard auto-regressive least squares we were able to correct
for autocorrelation and obtain the following coefficients associated
with each variable:
CBCS(L) - 1051. + 35.08CFSP4(L-1) - 43.68$CFSP4(L-1)
(0.75) (2,00)
+ 38.66$CFSP4(L-2) + 0.885CBCS(L-1) (I)
(1.5) (2.93)
F = 129.0 = 0.992 S = 467.9 r - 0.737
(1.51)
Several words of caution are needed concerning the use or inter
pretation of the coefficients in this equation and all others fit by
auto-regressive least squares. All such equations have an "r" indi
cated below and to the right. These are not normal regression coef
ficients and can be used only in conjunction with the "r" statistic
and transformed data. See Theil (17).
If A + B , then with autocorrelation use
Yj. - A(l-r) + B[X^ - rX^._j^] + rY^_^
For equation (1) the specific form used for estimating is as
follows:
12
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CBCS(L) = 3996;-2Vr-0r737)'V 35.08' [CFSP4(L-1) - 0.737CFSP4:(L-2) ]
- 43.68 [$CFSP4(L-1) - 0.737$CFSP4(L-2)] + 38.66
[$CFSP4(L-2)'-O.737$CFSP40L-3)] + 0.885^ [CBCS(L-l) - 0.^737CBCS(L-2) ]
+'0v737 cBcsa-iy. -•' •••- •: (1^) '
b/j t • oxi". \ \ i 'v ' • i; ./'j; _--iC):T -"'j ii •' -
Calf inve'ntoiry' equation ^(CCVSy • ' •: -'Ji :
Calf inventory on January 1-is^-the'"humb"er--born •in the: preceding'
year minus slaughter and death loss. The calf inventory is estimated
as a function of the number of cows on farms atL:Lthe beginning of the
preceding yeaV and'feedef'^cattle'price in the' fall-12-15-months'. •
earlier, ' The'variable •Gatt-le'^Total Cow^Stock-[GTCS]', which' s,ums;: the
number of -'beef'^cows [GBCS]' ahd"dai-ry 'cows^^ [CDCS]'/'has- the -greatestt
influence on^'cal'f "inventory. •The'"'estimated equation-is;/' •
CVCS(L) =-2826.0 +'0>5224CTCS(L-i') •+^233^.71CFSP4(L-2) - (2) .
(2.76) (6.43)
* V
D.W, = )l;V63v'''' S.E/-«^)3'89^;--- ^ = -.999.'0 ' ' .F = 17156.J
• ^ . :) I
I. .• I ' - " -I ' , 'T r
/
Calf crop equation (CCVC) ^
The calf crop is estimated using the same variables as calf inven
tory but is a different function of the tot'M'.-cpw.^inventory.:and the. _
feeder steer pricej .in fall quarter, of- the .preceding .year. The,
estimatedj-equation ^isi", , --3-.
. 23 -j. .1-.^: i-o;s .-7
CCVC(L) = -704.47 + 0.8357CTCS(L) + 177.72CFSP4,(L-2) (3)
(5.32) (5.88)
D.W. = 1.81 S.E. = 323. " ' = .999 F = 58366.
For every dollar increase in feeder steer price in the fourth quarter
two years previous, the calf crop increases by only 177 thousand
head. This is a rather minor effect because the^number of cows is
determined and has the greatest influence, .
' • t
Steer inventory equation (CSTS) •
The number of steers weighing 500 pounds_ and over on farms at
the beginning of the year s'eems to contain about 40 percent, of the
12-24 month males-who were in the calf inventory-the previous year ,
and also some early and growthy calves born during the previous year.
The estimated equation fits well with the addition of feeder cattle
price;
CSTS(L) = 0.4033CCVS(L-1) + 0.0858CCV^C(L-1)' - 11.01CFSP4(L-1)
(4.44) (1.57) (1.41)
+ 37.14$CFSP4(L-1) W
(2.62) .
D.W. = 2.76 S.E. =81. R = .999 F = 77735.
Heifer inventory equation (CHES)
The number of heifers on farms as-of January 1 which are not
being kept for milk cow replacement is a different function of the
same variables used in the steer inventory equation. The estimated
14
equation is ,• \, ri' I
CHES(L) = 0,I379CGVS(L-I) 4^ Oil6i'lCCVC(L-l) + 40.529CFSP4(L^1)
(1.17) . . (2.28) (4.02)
- 26.62$CFSP4(L-1) . (5)
(1.45)_ ^ ,
D.W. = 3.09 - S.E: =106^— = .999 -F = 31221;
Heifer replacement inventory equation (CHRS)
The nuiaber" of heifers kept back for'beef'cow-replacement is a
function of the-heifer inventory and-^price'variables. - The equation •
. I • ^ ' ..i •' • - f • I -i
IS estimated as' • ' - ^
CHRS(L)' ='0,4l45CHES(L) + 37.92CFSP4(L-iy - 17.03$CFSP4(L-1)
(39.1) (8.33) (1.94) (6)
D.W. = 1.87 S.E." 52. .999 • F ='44476.
Other heifers inventory equation (CHOS) - . ^ > ...
Other heifers which will be fed out and slaughtered are defined
as ' • - ^ -
, ; ! - . *• _
CHOS(L) = CHES(L) - CHRS(L) (6a)
Heifers for slaughter are drawn from this inventory.
Cow slaughter equation (CCQ) J.Vl. • ...
The number of-cows slaughtered^during a quarter is a function of
15
the total number of cows on hand January 1 and changes in the cattle
steer price and the .level of the cattle•finishing profitability index.
The cattle finishing profitability index is defined as
CFPI(X) = CSP(I) - CTC(I) -
Total cost [CTC] of producing a hundred pounds of beef is considered
a function of feed costs for an 11 percent corn-soybean meal ration^
fixed costs and labor costs. The cost function is defined as
CTC<.I) = [1.705CP(I) + .0023SBMP(I)]*10.68 + .5*FLW(I) + 1.0 .
The bracketed, variable represents-the cost of 100 pounds of an 11
percent ration and is iwltiplied by.a feed conversion ratio calculated
from aggregate USDA data on feed consumed by beef. To this sum is
added a labor charge using the fam laborer*s;wage per hour as cal
culated by USDA., Finally, a fixed charge of 1,00 perrhundredweight
is added to reflect the services of capital facilities.
The estimated cow slaughter equation is
CCQ(I) = -1237.4 + 57.14D4 - 132.3D3 - 250.9D2.+ .0249CBCS(L)
(1.23) (2.59) (6.14) (0.90)
+ .2399CDCS(L) + 35.80$CSP(I-1) + 5.16CFPI(I-2) (7)
(4.38) (3.02) (0.65)
2
D.W. = 1.65 S.E. 85.6 R = .992 F = 457. = o4573
Steer slaughter equation (CSTQ)
Commercial steer slaughter during any given year is drawn from
16
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the January 1 inventory of 500 pounds-plus steers for the first three
quarters of the year'-and from the calf inventory for: the last quarter
of the year. CSTSl, CSTS2 and CSTS3 are the respective inventory
figures'as of the first of the year^for the first, second and third
quarters, zero otherwise. The steer inventory level thus has a dif
ferential impact oh steer slaughter during-each of the first three
quarters. Since some animals defined as calves in the inventory data
may also be marketed during the fourth quarter of..the. year, CCVS4 is
defined as the January 1 calf inventory-in the fourth quarter of the
year, zero otherwise. Changes in' the cattle' steer-price^and the level
of profitability are included to reflect short-run' price, and cost
effects. The estimated steer slaughter equation-is - '
CSTQ(l) = .2972CSTS1(I)'+ .312lCSTS2(r) + ..3135CSTS3(I)'
(69.4) (68.4) (78.1)
+ .1561CCVS4(I) + 11.64CFPI(I-2).+ 8.733$CSP(I-2)
(66.4) (1.13) (0.53) (8)
D.W. =1.66 S.E. =110.1 R = .998 F=1230. ^ = .6220
Heifer slaughter equation (CHEQ)
The quarterly commercial slaughter of heifers equation-is similar
to the steer slaughter equation. The difference is that the inven
tory variable in the following equation is defined as the heifer
inventory minus those heifers being held back as replacements. The
estimated equation is
CHEQ(I) = 0.3577CHOS1(I) + 0.3563CHOS2(I) + 0.3717CHOS3(I)
(49.7) (47.0) (57.5)
+ 0.0847CCVS4(I) + 10.49CFPI(I-2) + 18.01$CSP(I-2)
(49,5) (1.38) (1.15) (9)
2 ^D.W. = 1,64 S.E. = 99.5 R « ,997 F « 971 ^ = .3902
Cattle slaughter equation (CAQ)
Because of the omission of an explicit equation estimating bull
and stag slaughter, total commercial cattle slaughter cannot be
obtained through an identity equation. An equation containing steer,
heifer and cow slaughter variables plus seasonal dummies was used to
estimate CAQ. Steer slaughter [CSTQ] and heifer slaughter [CHEQ]were
summed prior to estimation and appear in the equation as the variable
CSHQ. The estimation result is
CAQ(I) = -21.39 + 1.012CSHQ(I) + 1.061CCQXI) + 7.602D4
(18.9) (90.4) (1.37)
+ 29.35D3 + 20.98D2 (10)
(6.03) • (4.60)
F = 9999. = 0.999 S = 15.15 r = 0;682
(7.23)
18
19
Average cattle slaughter-weight (CAW) . ; ; >,
The average -live weight of cattle^ slaughter is considered a func- ^
tion of the. ratio of ,cow to steer,.and,-heifer slaughter^,, the one period
' • ' (' , ; I ,
lagged cattle finishing profitability indicator, the first difference
of lagged cattle prices, seasonal dummies and a time'jtrend variable.
As the cow to steer and heifer slaughter ratio increases, average
slaughter weights are expected to decrease.^. The.time variable, is
used to capture structural changes occurring in the cattle industry
1
which would lead to heavier average slaughter weights over time. The
increasing proportion of cattle which are being ,fattened with high
concentrate-rations is such a, change., The resulting.equation is
CAW(I) = 380.5 - .5759 D4 -,28.76d3 - .12.3902,-,;90.46CCQ(I)/CSHQ(I) .
(12.0) ' (i2.6) (1.5) (2.19)
- 0.3528$CSP(I-1) + 3,.357TIME(IX. (11)
(0.69) •• (2.94)
. ' ' - 'i '
• ' ' ' I ' ^ . \
' ' '2D.W. =0.92 S.E. =3.96 R =.999 F=38816. ^ =.63018
^ o- r .
Average cattle dressing yield equation (CY)
The percent of live weight which is available as carcass^ weight
is influenced by the ratio of cow to steer and heifer slaughter.
Seasonal dummies and trend variables allow the dressing percentage to
vary slightly by quarters of the year and increase over time. , Thei
trend variable coefficient is positive,.probably reflecting the.higher
'il .! fti!'--. eivi '.t'iiiH
V." il'" n,: !"
dressing yields from the increasing proportion of steer and heifer
slaughter which*' is concentrate-fattened. The resulting estimate is
CY(I) = 22.85 - 0.078[CCQ(I)/GSHQ(1)'^100,] + 0.218D4 +" 0.369D3
(12.7) (3.24) (5.58)
+ 0.179D2 + 0.029T(I) (12)
(2.74) (6.25)
F = 211.3 = 0.974 S = 0.220 r = 0.611
(5.41)
Beef production 'equation (BQ)
Although commercial beef production is defined as the product
of cattle slaughter [CAQ],average slaughter weight [CAW]and dressing
yield [CY],a linear approximation of this relationship is used in the
model. The estimation result of this linear technical equation is
BQ(I) = t12995 + 0.5769CAQ(I) + 111,6CY(I) + 2.131CAW(I)
(364.) (31.1) (14.7)
- 40.43D4 - 75.88D3 - 39.90D2 ' (13)
(4.77) (10.5) (4.54)
F = 9999. ' = .999 S - 13.68 r = 0.523
(.523)
Pork Sector
The swine enterprise is commonly referred to as a "mortgage
20
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lifter" because of its average ability to yield a high rate of return .
to resources,^ However, these returns are unstable from year to year.
The four year cycles in, hog production are a good example of the cob
web theorem. This phenomenon .results from 9-12 months delay. from
decision to marketing. Three to four quarters of time lapse between
when production decisions are made and when-',the .marketing occurs. Hog
cycles seem logically to result-,ftpm producers ..basing future production
on current price levels. , , • i ' • <. ; -.d-
This time .lag requirement is.nwstly physiological.. If the hog
producer has a herd,of .sows available for breeding, a minimum of ten
months will elapse from the time that a,production decision is made
until the.hogs are ready, to be marketed as butchers. Swine estrus
cycles average 21 days. Gestation ^requires, on the average, another
114 days. The birth to market .weight time requirement is much more
flexible, but requires five to seven months,.thus a total of 9% to
11% months is involved,,, , ^ ,
Sows farrowing equation (HSFQ) . - .. ,
The number of sows,to farrow in a specific quarter is the result
of a producer decision. The level of sow, farrowing^is. logically a func
tion of the .expected profitability of .production when the pig crop is to
be marketed, and the profitability of alternative uses of farm, resources.
Expected prices, can .-not be observed but are probably .-based on current
22
and past hog prices and feed prices.
An index of the profitability of hog production [HPI] has been
constructed and is the current hog price [HP(I)] minus the current
cost of producing pork [HTC(I)].which is mostly feed cost and labor.
HPI(I) = HP(I) - HTCd) where
HTC(I) = HFP(I)*6.04 + FLW(I)*1,2 + 3 .
Current hog feed price [HFP(I)] is the weighted average price of
corn and soybean oil meal. Coefficients on the hog feed price indi
cator [HFP(I)] and the farm laborer^ wage [FLW(I)1 are estimates
derived from USDA sources on aggregate feed conversion (18) and
aggregate number of hours of labor required to produce one hundred
pounds of output. Three dollars of other costs were added to prop
erly scale the hog profitability indicator.
Sow farrowings are uneven among quarters. To accoiftit for
seasonality each quarter's farrowing number is a function of farrowings
in the same quarter of the previous year. Producer adjustments from
last year are based on (1) the hog profitability index two and
three quarters before, and (2) the relative profitability of cattle
feeding vis-a-vis hog production. Cattle steer price two quarters
before [CSP(I-2)] minus hog price two quarters before [HP(I-2)],
CSP(I-2) - HP(I-2) (cattle steer price minus hog price), is used as
an indicator of relative profitability of alternative resource uses.
The cattle feeding enterprise probably has the greatest substitution
. i ' I- :".i 1.-. > .1 . .t ivr'.wf
.potential for swine production on most fatmsir^ The-equation is
(
lestimated as-1 • j -i .. • -J- ' ; I-. ! •. i ;
}
HSFQ(I) .= .135.48f.+. 17.44HPI(I-2) -f-rS^.SlHPKl-S)
(1.29) (3.14)
i ''i-t ' - *• '•iiC.ri - .... • ;
- - •18;68[ePS(lT2)..-/HP(I-2)] + .949lHSFQ(I-4) ^ > .
i (1.47) (2'9.0)
i
' r' 11.41TIME(I) : (14). ,
(0.70)
• I L '-'.I .'•! 'V..- , Jc-J"? ' '.j'. ' • .
2 ^•D.W. = 1.81- :.S,E.j=„127.5 :Rh-.997- ,' 1128.,. P « .54281.-
. I . ' .C- f " /'.i "I . . . J t "V. "i- "1 • '
1
iSowfslaughter equation (HSQ)-- '""j. fO' • !'. - . .Oi.f
i •••»'(• ; :,o j
The number of sows marketed for slaughter should logically
I
»
I. [depend upon the'fsizeiof;the breeding^herd and .producer, expectations of
i • .wj'
.1 jthe future profitability of raising hogs. Actually the best fit is
i
jobtained with two quarter lag of change in hog price and four quarter
:iag in sow slaughter. The equation is estimated as'
' \
HSQ(I) = 814.2 + 384.6D4. + 319.4D3 + 111.402 - 50.49$HP,(I-2)
X5.20) '-'•(3.71) (V:59) -'(4.67) ' " ' ^
- 4.95HPI(I-2) + 0.2858HSQ(I-4). (15)
(0.83) (1.70) i-' '
•' IT »' • ' r .1 1 ' - i O ' ' ' ; J. ~ ' ' • ' i I ' > . . ' i
.D,W..= 1.49 ,S.E, = 111. = .997 F = 723. /O = .32359
r ' --c • . iio o .-i <: s-:'.- ' ..''l S'
"••r. , ,,•/-) .1 > ; J • ', . . . '.-vc; i. • •• . •
0' L.- : • -xi V'-:. :1 .r. L' a"- . . .
•"O TV!*!S; Ijpiii" v.m!. Mh iofrli.Tid marninnl line, siiid »;»t] Ivpiiig
•" f'2" •••i -li i'lHis '••Tfr-Ji-with the ricJit-hand mar;;inal line.
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Barrow and gilt slaughter (HBGQ)
The magnitude of barrow and gilt slaughter for the entire swine
industry is determined within fairly narrow limits once farrowings .
have taken place. Since six months is the average time required for
a pig to reach market weight, two and/three quarter lagged pig crops
(sow farrowings times pigs saved per litter) are the two primary vari
ables in this specification. The lagged value of the profitability
indicator and the first difference in hog prices are included to
account for variations in harrow and gilt slaughter due to gilt reten
tion for breeding purposes. The estimated equation is
HBGQ(I) = -5910.8 + 338.8D4 + 2886.1D3 +-4031.1D2'+ 39.67$HP(I-1)
(0.23) (5.82) (6.88) (1.28)
+ 5.246HPI('I-2) + 0.6243HSFQ(I-2)*HPSLCl-2)
(0.27) (1.5)
+ 0.3984HSFQ(I-3)'(HPSL(I-3) (16)
(1.5)
D.W. = 2.11 S,e/= 298. =. .999 ^ F = 162555.
Hog slaughter equation (HQ)
Equations have not been specified for all the sources of
slaughter hogs. Thus, instead of defining this variable as an identity
involving the sum of sow, barrow and gilt and boar marketings, a tech
nical equation is used. Boar slaughter in any given quarter is
24
assumed to be closely related-to. the. level of sow.'slaughter [HSQ(I)].
The structural coefficient associated with the barrow and gilt
slaughter variable [HBGQ(I)] will :be conditionally set'-equal to unity
so that a unit change in barrow and gilt slaughter will be reflected
as a unit increase-(one head)' in total hog .slaughter. The time
trend variable reflects a gradual increase in boar usage intensities
over time. The estimation result is
HQ(I) == .2.160 +;.avOOOHBGQ(I) •+ 1.026HSQ(I) .+ul.764T(I) . ••-(17)
(1.5) (282.) (2.46)
F = 9999. .iR^= 0.999 S = 18.45 (.•;r=.0.829
(11.0)
-1-1
A •' J'.^' •"/' .... ;j - ' : J I 1 " ' '
Average hog slaughter weight equation (HAW) -/"r , . . -
The-hog'profitability indicator i lagged two- periodsjand the'
first difference in hog prices are included to reflect producer
desires to change marketing times and thus weights.. Changes in
profit levels and prices are expected to be positively related to
average hog slaughter weights."-, The-change in sow slaughter from
the previous period [$HSQ(I)] is also included to allow the equation
to capture the impact of changing sow slaughter levels on average
weights of all slaughter classes. Finally, time is. included to
capture the. transition from,overly cfat hogs to- lighter/J'meat- type".
hogs. The vresult-„is .. . -.j. .j C
• it' 'tj*
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HAW(I) = 240.9 + 0.2276HPI(I-2) + 0.0738$HP(I-1)
(3.49) (0.81)
• + 0.00286$HSQ(I) - 0.1816TIME(I) (18)
(3.62) (1.74)
D.W.= 1.04 S.E. = 1.29 = .999 ^ F =-213440.
Pork production equation (PQ)
This equation is 'included to convert pork, slaughter from live-,
weight into its carcass weight equivalent, A linear approximation
of this technical relation is used. Trend variable [T(I)] is ""'signifi
cant probably because it reflects the gradual transition to the
"meat type" hog with higher carcass yields. The estimation result
of this equation is
PQ(I) = ^1129 +11,67HAW(I) + 0.138HQ(I) + 8.9392D4 - 30,21D3
(8.95) (45.3) (1.31) (2.28)
002D2 + 7,049T(I) • ^ (19)
(0.30) (14.3)
F = 1341. = -0.996 S « 23.89 r = 0.613
(5.75)
Lamb and Mutton Sector .
Only two equations regarding lamb and mutton production are
specified and estimated. The term lamb is used synonymously with
26
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the expression lamb and mutton in -the ,text, ''•Ji, .-.V" f
Ewe inventory equation (LESy.- _
-Beginning.,of the year^ inventories of ewes one year of age.^and
older [LES(L)] tend to increase with the level of average price of.
slaughter lambs-'during the-spring, ,• summer and^ fall of the .preceding
year 1LP234(L-1)], move in the opposite direction as the change in
this -price level [$LP234(L-1)], increase, with .average range-feed
f 'T' .?• .
conditions during the year ago summer and fall period [G34(L-1)], and
decline over time.. The-estimation result of this equation is. r
LES(L) « 4404. + 25.57LP234(L-1) - 118.5$LP234(L-1)
(1,56) (1.07)
+ 18.89G34(L-1) - 1114.T(L) (20) ,
(0,71) (1.52)
F = 49.92-, - = 0.980 , -S = 518.3 r= ,0.856 . .
r ' '(6.135
Ewe inventory-increased appTOximately;26. thousand, head with ^an
increase of .one: dollar i^. thej.lamb. price leyel. A; one percent .
increase in. the summer-ifall^range^feed condition, suggesting-more '
roughage supplies, has -been associated with ,a 19,000, head increase
in ewe inventory numbers the followingcJanuary, 1. The trend coeffi- .
cient. implies ,that ewe inyentpries have been declining approximately
1.1 million^head annuall3^,_o.ver the sample-peripd,, , .. . ,
Lamb and mutton production equation (LQ)
Lamb meat production in millions of pounds is related to annual
ewe inventory levels, lagged lamb prices, lagged corn prices and
range-feed conditions. The resulting estimated equation fits rather
less well than most and is
LQ(I) = 27.55 + 0,0088LESA(I) + 0,0004LES4(I) - 0.0002LES3(I)
(5.55) (2.06) (1.07)
+ 3.062LP(I-1) - 53.61CP(I-1) - 1.121G(I) (21)
(2.98) (2.30) (2.21)
F « 29.57 « 0.855 S = 8.863 r = 0.697
(6.65)
Broiler Sector
Broiler production requires the shortest planning horizon of
the five sectors considered here. A broiler type chick can be
marketed within ten weeks after hatching. The broiler industry is
unique with a large degree of vertical integration or business
coordination. A recently completedUSDA study (31, p. 3) found that
more than 95 percent of commercial broilers are produced under con
tract with or by integrated firms. The typical integrated broiler
firm maintains its own primary'breeder flock, hatchery and feed
processing facilities. The integrator has management control during
bird growout either through company farms or contractual arrangements,
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Most integrators process and market broilers as ready-to-cook iced-
broilers. Farm-level broiler prices are not lised because the whole
sale price of iced-'broiier meat'in Chicago is a better indicator of"
)
price received and hence a more •fundamental production decision- • '
parameter, " ;
Broiler integrators first express future production intentio'ns
, through the number of-^'primary breeder hens'tested for pullorum-
"... ^ a
' disease. >fost of those tested will become breeders. Although .
hatchery egg supply levels place a maximum constraint on'the egg
set potential, there is relatively little cost to excess capacity
and thus a large degree of production-flexibliity exists on' the
down side. From the size of the hatchery supply flock, broiler
chick hatch and then commercial broiler production equations are
specified and estimated. .../l., ... J .5.":. J
Broiler pullorum testings'equation CBRTP) ' '' ' " : ' ^ • -
I The number of brollef'hens tested for pullorum during any
, quarter [BRTP(I)] Is-closely-related •tb'^ the number 'tested during the
corresporid-ihg^'peribd-of •a year ago [BRTP(I-l)]i -to-'reflect the influ-
•ence of future"'expectations-of profitability-'based on past'experience,-
•a broiler prof-ltability •indicator [BRPI]was- defined. "This is" the '
ratio of wholesale'broiler pric'es'pRPW] to' broiler growth feed prices "
[BRFP]. . • r
. iM-i' I- r!;"-.i! .•'ni"- rr:o cpi-ik.'
ivii'; ;r.. h.u.'l T'i': .11 diir
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r I
BRPI(I) = BRPW(I)/X.20CP(I) + 0.0165SBMP(I)
The denominator weighs average corn price and average soybean
oilmeal price to yield the cost per hundredweight of the typical
broiler fed a 21 percent crude protein ration. Seasonal dummy
variables are included.
The estimation result is
BRTP(I) = 4.638 + 0.08lBRTP(I-4) - 0.246BRPI(I-1) + 0.362D4
(62.0) (3.33) (1.81)
- 1,610D3 - 0.995D2 (22)
(4.76) (3.84)
F » 25.20 « 0.771 S - 0.594 r - 0.500
(3.86)
Broiler type chick hatch equation (BRH)
Broiler type chick hatch is considered a function of the present
hatchery supply flock, the lagged value of the profitability indica
tor, seasonal dummy variables and trend. The sum of broiler chickens
tested for pullorum in the three quarters preceding the current
quarter [ASBKrP(I)] is the proxy variable used to indicate the size
of the hatchery supply or egg laying flock. The trend variable is
included to reflect technological change in the industry which
results in more chicks being hatched per breeder hen over time.
Estimation yielded the equation
30
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BRH(I> = 85.75 + .2-.148ASBKrP(I) + 8.522BRPI(I-1) - 46.7125D4 ^cH
(0.65) (2.20) (7.34) |
- - • H-r40;50D3.+-93;48D2-+-^7'.45T"(I) •• - - ^ " (23>-'i
(2,06) (11.9) (16.7) j
. J - n , ' J-' i," • ' . • . ' •
. = 165.4 : = 0.977. " 3 = 19.53' r = 0.474 ' - I
(3.09) :
' IBroiler production equation (BRQ) L- ; . ' .uj
t
' j
I Commerical-broiler rneatv-production (ready-to.-cbok weight) is •
. I
• ; largely.determined by the size of broiler .-hatchi in/the previous . ;
< 1
: quarter [BRH(I-l)].i Market. age.and weight.are-adjusted .some by profit- ;
I " • • {
. ability'[BBFI]and seasonal dummy .variables. The resulting estimated '
i.. jequation is ... . - • !
BRQ(I) -223.9u+ 2.744BRH(I-1) +.r4.800BRPr(I-l) -- 122. 2D4 i
(55,1) (1.31) (9.18) I
' i
• --102.3D3 +'>22;35D2 • . g (24) j
; (6.78) (1.78)
' i F = 1748. = 0.993 S = 34.04 - r = 0.0 - •j
i
' J y. ': i ' - I'.*' ' . .
• 1Turkey Sector
The structure of ..the turkey industry'corresponds closely to \
that of the broiler industry and is treated similarly in the model.
Sequential order of the-equations evolves from breeder hen- testings
' • • • "i liti.il h-.-ir;:-.!'! vwlni:
I "I- •' 1 •• • "..i' 1. t! 'MfiU H'Tri'inaJ Hut'
to poult hatch levels and then to ready-to-cook slaughter. However,
the production period for turkeys is longer than that of broilers,
and there are distinct seasonal patterns for heavy and light breed
types/ Heavy breeds account for about 90 percent of U.S. turkey
numbers and for an even larger share of total turkey meat production.
Heavy breed turkey testing equation (TRTPH)
The number of 'heavy breed turkey hens tested for pullorum is
considered a function of year ago testing levels [TRTPH(I-4)], the
lagged turkey profitability indicator variable[TRPI(I-l)] and seasonal
dummies. The turkey profitability indicator is defined as
TRPI(I) = TRPW(I)/TRFP(I) = TRPW(I)/[1.39CP(I) + 0.011 SBMP(I)] ,
The denominator of this indicator is a weighted average of corn
and soybean oilmeal prices yielding the cost per hundredweight'of
a 16.5 percent crude pro.tein ration. The magnitude of cold storage
stocks at the end of the preceding quarter [TRS(I-l)] is included in
the equation because of its importance in the production decision
process. The estimation result is
TRTPH(I) = 537.2 + 0,635TRTPH(I-4) + 1.333TRPI(I-1)
(4.82) (1.06)
- 0.796TRS(I-1) + 108.2D4 - 456.8D3 - 453.7D2 (25)
(1.72) (1.15) (2.87) (2.86)
F = 99.61 R^ =0.959 S = 144.8 r = 0.159
(1.08)
I n : t. - I I •.
• I. I'j 1.. -• ti.'ft' '( '
111":
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Light breed turkey'.testing, equation (TRTPL), • i , -a
:The numberiof light,breed .turkeys tested,for pullorum.is speci- ,, ;
i
f
fied as :a function of the .samei^yariables .;asheavy ,b?eed tastings
except that.gthe year^ago levelrof light.breed testings[TRTPL(I-4)1
replaces the heavy breed testings variable# ,;T^e^estii^ation^esult is j
' - - - * -j
TRTPL(I) = 85.98,+ 0.253TRTPL(I-4) + 2.904TR?I(I-1)
(1.99) ^ (1.23) "
-V'.t;.- ' i. ' ••• ''U " . j.' . •
- - - 0.184TRS(I-1) - 53.69D4.:= 84-30D3.66.34D2 . ^. ,,
(2.00) ' ~(2.92) ' (3.44) (3.83)"~ '
'"'-.'J' ' ' • . ' - -'j .-.L ; f\<:. •I . f
•F « 8.410 : . -RT = 0.663 S ,« 26.28, . r. = 0.230
* ' " (1.65)
' - I
I
1
i
i 1 !
-.j !i ,-(•
»
Heavy breed turkey rhatch-equation»(TRHH) ' ' • . .. -
.-The extremely seasonalrpattern in.turkey production^and turkey 1
1
hatch,as well as-.the.;focus;ipn alternative production decision parame
ters: throughout any given, year, made it-;Veryj^difficult to,-specify,,.one
I
comprehensive Iequation forjjestimating, heayy^breed turkey .hatch, .For, 1
this reason, equations for each quarter of the year were.formulated,, |
and estimated. i'.'-.-. •' rd.O- • flj. i
Hatchery operators start accumulating at mid-year a flock of
' )
1 i
breeder hens to lay eggs and hatchf poultsfor .production in the comingj
; I'JU . • ; ; i
fiscal year. The rate of accumulation and flock size maintained over •
the ensuing 12 tenths are adjusted on the basis of profitability-
li': T'lP'f.l r.ci-j'i (.pj'ii; Hit'! >»"jl II'.' ii'ti I'iind riir5r{;»'K!l line, and end (ypins
j.-' -u-riir. <i{ .. n-'-.iK'i -in wi'l; thf ri\4bcbrtnd raar^iitial liiK-
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conditions. All four heavy breed hatch equations thus contain vari
ables reflecting "the size of the breeder hen flock that is pertinent
for the quarter of heavy breed hatch concerned. This variable is
interpreted as the advanced sum of heavy breed turkey testings and is
identified as ATRXPH. In the first quarter equation, ATRTPH is defined
as the sum of heavy breed turkey testings during the two preceding
quarters. In the second quarter equation, ATRTPH is defined as the sum
of heavy breed testings' in the three preceding quarters. In the third
quarter equation, ARIRPH is defined as the sum of heavy breed testings
in the four preceding quarters. In the fourth quarter equation, ATRTPH
is the number of heavy breed testings in the preceding quarter only.
All four equations include the one period lagged profitability
indicator, a variable or variables reflecting cold storage levels
and a time trend variable. The trend variable allows gradual increases
in hen egg laying productivity to be reflected.' The coefficient
sign should be positive, indicating that more'poults have been hatched
from a given breeder flock size over time. The final resulting
estimated equations for all four quarters are
TRHHl(I) == -9.540 + 0.008ATRTPH(I) + 0.417TRPI(I-1)
(4.56) (1.31)
- •6.031TRS(I-1) +'0.259T(I) (27)
(2.25) (5.00)
F = 9.530 • 'R^ == 0.884 S = 1.885 r = 0.4623
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i.s
•.!!
TRHH2(I) = 56.09 + 0.008ATRTI>H(a)^s-;^p.-650TKP.I(I-l). n
' ' ' - ;(4.82) (2.67:>
- 0.089TRS(I"l) + ;0.050A$TRSiI-l). + ,0.4871(1)
(4.68) (2.58),_; •-,^X8.99)
F = 23.06 R = 0.970 S = 1.659 r; r =s 0.463.'
(1.94)
TRHH3(I) = 7.148 + 0.003ATRTPH(I) - 0.019TRS(I-1) + 0.275T(I)
(6.11) (2.89) (22.7)
F = 37.99,.^ . -R - 0.971;..: Q.917 .rO.577 .uo.
J ' I J ' *
TRHH4(I) = -3.4069. +-0.007ATRTPH('-I) ;+i O.H8TRPI(I-l):" - "
' ^(3.70) (1.24)
• •, I u.-, ' ' ' • *' ^
+ .0.002TRS(I-1).,+ ;0.039T(I)r- L , T. .:i.-^
• ' (0.44) ' "" (1.83)
I.'/ , V . .Ov tl, 1' -I vi:
•, V.'.-
F = 4.41-. . R T,i.9.r779. •" Sj= t0,690. ' r =.OvO'. '
i. " *
Light breed .turkey hatch equation (TRHL)
•\.io T
• "-T
A single equation^was-us,ed^to ,estimate flight Ibreed turkey hatch
because of its relatively small .production,:. .The -estimation result-
for this equation is r;,. jf
• ) i .. ^
-.u-,-' T,- ;-5 ..n: • -
... ,j-i .i'"' . oi.'-'" .3
T(j rVf'T:.! - • Pnrhi lyplriK fin"- t' )cft-h:iiicl m.Trciii.il line. n»Kl end tvpitiK
ti'j Ou! nver,length of lines 'nrrcsij ds witli the riKht-harx) ni:>r};Inal line.
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TRHL(I) - 0.6699 + 0 013TRTPL(I-2) - O.OOlTRS(I-l) - 0.643D4
(2.82) (0.40)
+ 1,36403 + 1.222D2 + 0.2l'3T('i")
(1.84) (3.08) • (1.56)
(1.56)
(28)
F 15.79 • R 0.787 s = 0.743 r = 0.379
(2.21)
Turkey production equation (TRQ)
Production levels from four to six months into the future are
determined once turkey poults are hatched. Thus, the advanced
poult hatch variable [ATRH]is included in the production equation.
Average elapsed time from poult hatch to marketing maturity is
approximately four, five and six months for light breed,' heavy breed
hens and heavy breed toms, respectively. ATRH(I) is defined as
ATRH(I) = .67TRHL(I.l) + .33TRHL(I-2) + .17TRHH(I-1) + .83TRHH(I-2)t
The lagged first difference in turkey feed prices [$TRFP(I-1)]
IS utilized to reflect producer intentions to alter average slaughter
weights. As feed cost increases, turkey production levels vrould be
expected to decrease. Seasonal dummies and the time trend variable
also appear in the specification.^ The trend variable allows for
the increase in the number of poults marketed per bird hatched over
time, the trend to a greater proportion of heavy breed turkeys and
the trend to increase the average marketing weight of heavy breed
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turkeys because'of further" processing'alternatives, • The-vestimation
result is i'-'- ^
TRQ(I) = -151.6 + 14.02ATRH(I) -•102.6$TRFP(I-1)'+ 124.5D4
(7.73) (1.84) (2.04)
+ 132.6D3 + 97.68D2 + 1.099TCI) j ". • - '
(6.78) (2.97) (2.17)
V -j - '.i •; 0.: - '
. - " f
F = 231.8 R = 0.979 S = 41.50 r = 0.0
, < ' \ \
V -
'SUPPLY-DiSAPPE^aiANCE delations
This section of the model is concerned with specifying and
estimating relations which determine the quantity of each commodity -
that "disappears" or,is "consume^""within a given quarter. Equations
estimating the magnitude of cold storage commodity holdings at the
end of the quarter are,.presented^/ follciwed by supply-disappearance
identity equations.
Cold Storage Equations
iC.il '
r- •
Cold storage^holding of meat is a way of allocating commodities
between present and future. Theories relating to short-term inven-
tory behavior and parameter "estimates obtained for various cold
i I ' ^ >ii 1 ^ • I ' ' '; ' ' ' 1 " i; 1 • ^
storage equation hypotheses aVe presented in Fuller (5), Fuller and
Ladd (6), La^d (11),' Karg (10),' and Soliman (16). Equations estimated
; , ..,t .S „! ;
! ! >iyi s! I'r-Ji
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in this study conform to the rreat inventory process model found by
Ladd to be most representative for beef and pork and which he
referred to as Madel A (11, p, 84),
Beef cold storage equation (BS)
BS(I) = 30,80 -f 1.170BS(I-1) - 0.246BS(I-2) + 0.092$BQ(I)
(10.7) (2.23) (3.60)
+ Oail$BRQ(I) + 35.07D4 - 46.6D3 - 64.34D2 (30)
(2.27) (3,34) (2.82) (4.29)
F = 54.37 = 0,914 S = 20.93 r « -0,41134
Pork cold storage equation (PS)
PS(I) = 132.2 + 1.249PS(I-1) - 0,436PS(I-2) + 0,200$PQ(I)
(13.8) (5.07) (7.83)
+ 0.098$BRQ(I) - 0.016DHSFQ(I) - 60.80D4
(1.48) (2.44) (2.20)
153.6D3 - 26.16D2 (31)
(6.06) (0.99)
F = 42.03 R^ = 0,911 S = 28.50 r « 0.411
(2.72)
The variable DHSFQ is defined as the sum of the number of sows
farrowing in the third and fourth quarter minus the sum of the number
of sows f^rowed in the first and second quarter of the current
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year. The variable is assigned this value in the fourth^quarter^of
the '.current year and jthe first quarter of the succeeding year;
otherwise it has the value of .zero.^ This variable is included on ]
the basis of work, by .-Fuller and Ladd ;(6) . . - , ^ • ..n
: ^ •' . " •-; ^ ^ . • j..
Lamb cold storage equation CLS) ^ :t
LS(D = 4.217 + 0.364LS(I-.1)'+ 0-297LS(I-2) + 0.034$LQ(I)
(1.35) (2.07) . (1.11)
+ 0.017$BRQ"(I) + 0.006$BQ(I)/'- 1.014D4
(2.56) ^ (1.63) (0.78) J- '
- 4.775D3 - 3.007D2 -'" . . (32)
(2.23) (1.54) ;
F = 7.649 . = 0.652 - • S = 2.99.0 - ' r = 0.356:
< A i (1.26)
Broiler cold storage equation (BRS) .
BRS(I)-=-0.7584+1.449BRS(I-1) - 0,622BRS(I-2) + 0.034$BRQ(I)
(14.1) (6.08) (4.29)
- 0.008$TRQ(I) + 0.007$PQ(I) + 12.63D4
(1.73) (2.45) (2.56)
+ 6.830D3 - 3.790D2; . , . -..(SS)
(1.41) (1.09)
18.38 R^ = 0.818 S = 3.195 r = -0.388
(2.43)
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Turkey cold storage'equation (TRS)
Based on Soliman's analysis (pp. 11-12), the turkey cold storage
equation allows slope coefficients to vary by quarters of the year.
The third quarter dummy intercept shift variable is retained because
of the large seasonal accumulation of turkey cold storage holdings
which normally occur during this tiine of year.
TRS(I) - 8.728+ 0.972TRS(Irl) - 0.14lTRS(I-2)+ 0,1377$rRQ(I)
(14.6) (1.94) (3.91)
- 0.019$BQ(I) + 0.141$TRQ4(I) +0.382$TRQ3(I)
(1.05) (1.96) (6.61)
+^0.211$TRQ2(I) - 44.54D3 (34)
(1.50) (2.31)
F = 141.9 R^ = 0.972 S » 16.26 r = 0.203
(1.44)
Identity Equations
Consumption of beef, pork, lamb, broiler and turkey meat is
determined through the following identity equations:
Beef consumption identity equation (EC)
BC(I) = BQ(I) + BS(l-l) - BS(I) + BT(I) - BM(I) (35)
Pork consumption identity equation (PC)
PC(I) = PQ(I) + PS(I-l) - PS(I) + PT(I) - PM(I) (36)
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Lamb consumption identity equation CLC> " ' •'
I
• LC(I) ='LQ(I) + LS(I-l)—-LSd) -H-LX(I) -.LM(D-i - (37)-
Brioler consumption-identi-ty ^equation (BRC) - ^
>
BRC(I) =;bRQ'(I) +iBRS(I-l)'-- BRS(I) - BRT(I)^- BRM " (-aS)
Turkey consumption identity equation (TRC) j •
TRG(I) = TRQ(I) + TRS(I-l) - TRS(I) - TRT(I) - TRM (39)
Consumption identities, for-all- meats include variables reflect-
i
ing consumption by..military personnel-to obtain a bettervestimate of
civilian, consumption. .•Since':poultry meat imports are .negligible,, : •
variables VBRT: and-.TRT .include .exports only. Foreign-trade variables i
for the red meats,',TR,,-PT and-LT .are,.net importsiX'imports-minus • , j.
exports). > . - - - ^ ' • r, i I ' ^ ^ " '
: ERICE DETERMINATION RELATIONS .
Meat lanimals. and^irieat .commodities are perishable. The,produc
tion of animals-results-.from :irreversible production decisions made.
in one or-more previous, quarters. Market supplies,,;-quarterly, can '
be considered predetermined. .'.Thus, -the demandrsubroutine estimates
8
meat commodityiprices as dependent endogenous variables •-* In his
pioneering article, :H;Li- Moore(13) observed,-that j,individual consuming
units, assume xprices at the store given when-making quantity purchase
decisions. Nevertheless marketi supplies of. many agricultural '
,5r r • 11! •• •' ! >• f* r'irm
. .1' I. ,1 I i!MM K .rtiiii.ii irn'
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products^including meat, are so fixed within a quarter>that prices
must bear the entire market-clearing adjustment burden. Thus, prices
are adjusted by wholesalers and retailers to the level needed to
bring quantity demanded to equal quantity available and clear the
market.
Derived Wholesale Demand Equations
Demand relationships in this study position each quarter*s meat demand
schedules by the use of predetermined'variables and then determine
this quarter's meat price at wholesale by the joint effect of the
quantity of all five meats. Price determining variables fall into
four categories: (1) supply of product, (2) prices of competing
meats, (3) level of consumer income, and (4) trend over time due to
taste and preference changes.
Prices in the meat economy appear to be set at the wholesale
level through the negotiation between retailers and packers. The
quantity"available must be all moved and must just supply all the
demands at retail. The price which the consumer sees in the super
market or restaurant is thought to be simply the wholesale price
plus a margin. The price which the farmer is offered is the whole-.
sale price minus a margin. The farmer and consumer have very little
power to bargain for a different price. They must accept the offered
price and adjust quantity to the price. Producers can adjust
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' Ivolume'only for'a few. days> while consumers can, adjust-quantity for
•> la longer time,- i ... ...
!
j It--appears \that wholesale ^prices ..are ,simultaneously determined _
; !within "the meat economy. •For.iexampleyj.'pork prices ,are dependent on
I I
i ithe quantity, of-pork and the .price-of beef, lamb, chicken, and turkey. •
I !
(. ISupplies^ of. all'-meats .are .assumed' to. -be predetermined within a given |
•' iquarter. Changes in total supply levels and mixture of meats can |
' |occur independently between quarters.
The level of consumer income is per capita disposable income
I
i
'I'
10 ilagged one quarter [DYN(I-l)']v" iThe unemployment rate:is ;included
i r >
. Ibecause less food is probably purchased on the average by consumer
i
!units suffering .unemployment. •;.More "income increas.es. the average
V. - (•
meat consumption and is reflected in the positive coefficient
»
1
. 'linking the average disposable-.income, variable and price of beef,
i CO-".-, ; ;t. ;\i
•, Ipork and broiler meat. The trend variable TIME allows for increases
i
;over time in demand for beef, broiler, lamb and turkey due to shifts
I
Itoward these meats and away from pork.
i
I Estimation of this simultaneous system of equations was accom-
i i
.plished through a three stage least squares .procedure. Each equation \
* I
iwas first estimated .by, ordinary least, squares. No Durbin-Watson j
i • (v- ^
: [statistic was found to be significant. This implied that autocorrela- '
tion was not a'isignificant problem. ^Eleven years, of .quarterly data
• I. .. . '
, were used (first quarter, 1962 through fourth quarter, 1972).
rO TS-':si ivnisiu Ini-.!, mArt'in:)! line, nnd end typing:
V) ihu oi lines c«'rr»Nrwitii th* nk'>it.linnd linn.
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; i
• 'Application of a simultaneous estimating procedure was thought to be
j
i
Iappropriate for the nature of the hypothesized functional relationship.!
i . 1
Based on results of several different models by Rahn (15), the final ,
I , j
•' Iequations estimated here'include dummy intercept terms .in each quarter .!
I
;for beef, pork, lamb and broilers, and terms.to allow for different
\ !
quarterly slopes for turkeys. The structural equations are estimated ;
I I
"las; i
iBeef wholesale price equation'(BPW)
I
; BPW(I) = .0779PPW(I) + .2751LPW + .4289BRPW(I) .141TRPW(I)
i (1.54) (2.09) (2.08) (1.93)
3.886BCN(I) + .064DYN(I-1) .0746UNEMP.(I)
(9.81) (4.12) (0.22)
+ .5509TIME(I) + 69.44 + .644D2 +. 3.827D3
(0.61) (4.89) (1.21) (3.76)
+ 4.066D4 -• ' (40) j
f
I(6.93)
•Pork wholesale price equation (PPW) ^
PPW(I) = .2807BPW(I) - .4995LPW(I) - .3122BRPW(I) + •,0071TRPW(I)
(1.66) (1.97) (0.83) (0.05)
- 5.832PCN(I) + .0285DYN(I-1)-- 1.825UNEMP(I)
(12.04) (3.51) (3.35)
11• 1 j'Pl-. • U'-l:.' iiiti;: I'-.i-1 'vr v f - '"'t K"id mi "• • • •' il ri.r'
li-mnii !•! I'll-". II.-41-•. i(h «lir ii.iiiri r«iurrj(».il imc.
- 1.13TIME(I) + 101.0•'-^^.486D2: - 2.208D3 •
(0.77) (5.46) (1.77) (1.67)
.. i ' -1- r •' 1
• / •
+ 1.746D4 (41)
(2.30)
^ ;; ..:...uo <[
:'£c i) 1.; ' M
Lamb wholesale' pficV- eqiiationi (LPW)'^?. - . '; '
(oi- V'
LPW(I) = .3801BPW(I) + .1225PPW(I) - .0863BRPW(I) - .0253TRPW(I)
(2,71) (1.44) (0.24) (0.19)
> ^ i- ' . V ,
(•U . ^ ,V '•
- 16.31LCN(I) - .0012DYN(I-1) - 1.048UNEMP(I)+.8969TIME(I)
(4.16) (0.16) (1.99) (0.68)
+ 49.67^+..2.155D2.'+l 3.607D3-'^ .0444D4 - •- -.(42)
(4.66) (2.92) (4.35) (0.06)
.Vj. ' I iix b'lirjC - :iv,
Broiler wholesale price equation (BRPW) c . .
BRPW(I) : = . ,;1433BPW(I).+^ .1863PPW(I) .2304lPWCt)V+ .0857TRPW(I)
(1.83) (4.31) (1.75) (1.17)
•i i - 4'.i83BRCN('I) +n-.0029DYN(I-l).7339UNEMP(I) •' '
(5.24) (0.72) (2.56)
' ' . c. U'? II L ' • .01 b-ij'r.M' "J J • . >
- . :+ U'137TIME(I) +.38;0,+_4.35lD2 +-7;,528D3 + 1.61D4 (43)
(1.44) (5.06) (5.14) (5.09) (2.93)
nr-j *7 ' •,
I." . i"fl i'" 'b ij nj-jiii. o-iq •: < >-• l" •.;•••
u'r:, « ..li/r.y • , ' . • . '
.';j ••"•.H,;- f -vo ^ .ij*'. " > . s. . ' ...
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Turkey wholesale price equation (TRPW) ' ; '
TRPW(I) « ,0203BPW(1) + .3668PPW(I) + ,013LPW(I) -,687lBRPW(I)
(0.08) (3.46) (0.03) (1.23)
- 10.69TRCN1(I) - 10.04TRCN2(I) - 2.310TRCN3(I)
(3.95) (4.19) (2.33)
+ 5.342TRCN4(I) - .0042DYN(I-1). + „.6981UNEMP(I) .
(3.73) (0.36) • (0.86)
+ .9749TIME(I) + 55.83 (44)
(0.45) (2.44)
The derived reduced form of the simultaneous.set of wholesale
demand equations is presented in Appendix IV.
Wholesale-to-Farm Equations
Wholesale-to-farm margin, relationships derive farm"level price
. ' • 111
from wholesale level price. Farm prices are estimated after whole
sale price levels are established;within.>the model.- Equations to
derive farm level prices are presented for finished steers, butcher
hogs and lambs. The width of,the margin is influenced by the value
of animal by-products, wage rates and seasonality. Hide,fat and
offal are the major elements of beef by-products [CBYP]. The farm
marketing wage [FMW] is included to raise marketing margins as wage
rates rise. The wholesale to the farm level margin equations follow.
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Steer price equation (CSP)
CSP(I) = -1.451 + 0:.564.7BPW(I). + l'.5^64FMW^r+ 0.8749CBYP(r), ^
(19.5) / ^ (5.35),. . . -(2.69)
+ 0.3023D4 + 0.4332D3 + 0.263D2 - (45)
(2.03) (2.13) (1.73) , .
D.W. =;l;75: S.E. =r.4.46 =l.;99.9 . tF =11723.. ^= 0.6359
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Feeder steer price equation (CFSP") j.:- - . r.,
Feeder ^steeri' pricesrj5.eeni. .to follow--.cio.sely.-current finished.<<
steer price levels. The lagged cattle finishing profitability index
is positive,indicating cattle feeders'-recent profit is directly
V-.. .Ci) 1^.0-..;
related to their interest in purchasing feeders. Range-feed condi
tions *[Gl'^are negative; indicating "that feeder prices are; depressed,
by scarce feed supplies to ranchers. The estimation result for this
equation is ?.i i
CFSP(I)- - 0.9756 + 1-,204CSP(-I) 0.2672CFPI(I-1),.
(6.31) (1.63)
•• • -ijtjri'j-ioi-r i" •
O.P679G(Irl).:,a ; J <^6)
(1.96)
t • 1 ' • II ; z J-• I.. r ^ I ^-0.' t " •• i •• •- 1 .
9 /\D.W.;.=.^1.:16- vS.W. 1.17:.oj J.'R 992 ,, Ff 489., ^ =.0.620?,
i' ^ .. i. 1'. -L i:/-
. ' • .•> r;'.jo'/1 •: 3'' ' ; av •s<>r
r <
Hog price equation (HP)
HP(I) = -5.524 + ,4800PPW(I) + 2.387HBYP(I)
(22.3) (4.22)
- .0039[PS(I-1) - PS(I-5)] (47)
(2.21)
D.W. = 1.41 S.W, = .643 .999 F = 12209.
Lamb price equation (LP) .
LP(I) « -0.7954 + 0.4635LPW(I) + 0.2852LBYP(I) - 1,059D4
(16.7) (1.18) (3.51)
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- 1.059D4 - 1.-38103 - 0.0D2 (48)
(3.51) (3.65) (0.52)
D.W. = 1.92 S.E. = 0.685 = .999 F = 3780. 0.4188
MODEL VALIDATION
The simulation model utilizes relationships among historical
1
time series and estimates time series endogenous variables. Simula
tion models which are more accurate in approximating the real world
are of more use to analysts and have the best potential for use by
forecasters. Simulation model validation is important but' remains a
relatively unresolved methodological problem. In this section, the
general approach used for validation will be delineated and two
weighted average error indices will be developed and applied to the
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SIMU IV model.
The goal is to quantify the "accuracy" of individual quarterly
estimates, of equations, and of the whole model. A criteria is
needed to distinguish between those equations and models which are
more accurate and those which are less accurate. Model builders need
to systematically and quantitatively evaluate proposed changes in
the nodel with respect to accuracy of simulation. The accuracy
indices quickly, consistently, and rigorously defend a specific
simulation model relative to others but only, of course, for the
purpose designed into the accuracy index. Relative accuracy or good
ness of simulation is partially a matter of professional preference.
Since significance of individual errors depends on analysts'
assumptions and preferences we state some of ours. The assumptions
and hypotheses of the model should be theoretically sound, and the
statistical techniques employed to estimate the structural coefficients
or parameters should derive from theory. The final outputs of a "good*'
model should be accurate for conceptually sound reasons. A model
is relatively valid if fellow professionals agree that:
(1) the sequential ordering, the specification of structural
relationships and the sign of explanatory variables are consistent
with the postulates of economic theory and the biological and insti
tutional data.
(2) the coefficients or parameters of the quantitative system
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are generated from accurately observed and relevant data by appropri
ate statistical methods and employed in the simulation in a manner
consistent with theory of statistical inference,
(3) the accuracy or error index of the simulation model is more
9
favorable than others and less than an acceptable maximum.
Multi-stage validation process is required and all three com
ponents are necessary, e.g. (1) theory, .(2) -estimation, and (3)
accuracy. Each is needed and none is, in itself, sufficient for
model validation. The first requires that the model be constructed
to conform to accepted market theories and livestock species facts.
The system under study must be described by the simulation in suffi
cient detail to portray the important behavioral characteristics of
the industry. The -theoretical adequacy depends on (1) the researcher*s
knowledge and comprehension of the system, and (2) his ability to
state mathematically, i.e. model the essential characteristics.
The second stage focuses on the quantification process: (1)
appropriate time series must be used as proxies for.the.variables
identified in stage one, and (2) the researcher must select estima
tion techniques which provide theoretically- best estimators for the
relationships or parameters in the model. Accurate data for a
relevent sample period are needed to obtain appropriate coefficients
to be used as structural parameters in the model. The researcher must
select the best available proxy variables, employ estimation techniques
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which''yield the "best"' -estimates, and ^insert these coefficients as
structural' parameters in^-'the "'estimated model* Cognizance'of statisti
cal "techniques, statistical properties of estimators and observation
errorsof the data-are required to interpret the meaning of the
structure-and outfput of the simulation" model.
The third stage' is measurement''of the accuracy of the simula
tion. The degree of agreement or divergence-must be measured between
estimated and'observed time-'paths. ' All* the model's endogenous vari
ables must be'estimated-and'compared'.with values observed, over both
the sample periodvand the-forecast period.
The set of time series estimatesj one for.each endogenous. r
variable,= 'must-'be: evaluated not^only over ithe"sample period but ^
for the post'Sample'or forecast.time periods as well. Evaluating~
the degree of concordance of simulated with actual time series is'
difficult. Many-possible'^aspects of accuracy could be emphasized.
Cyert (4) suggests that any of-the following measures might be appro- .
priate: (a) nuniber of •turning-points', (b) timing of .turning points,
(c) direction of'turning points/ (d)"amplitude of the fluctuations
for corresponding time .segments,"(e)^average amplitude over the
whole series, (f) simultaneity of turning-points for::different vari-.. .
ables,- (g) average-matching of variables, and (h) exact matching of.'
variable values (ideal verification'index). More dimensions of
accuracy could readily-be.added. The objective of" the econometric
' i< 'MT';.*' • *
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model under'consideration is to obtain quantitative prediction. The
model should be judged on that basis and attention should not be
merely given to the number, direction, or timing of turn that occurs.
Any right or wrong scoring system for the model's accuracy is inappro
priate because the extent of the error is also important (16a). An
accuracy index which weighted together all of the above measures
would be very complex. Computation would be difficult and interpre
tation of changes .in the index would likely be unmanageable. Methods
that utilize information about the absolute divergence between fore
casts and observed changes, or values, should be .employed. Such
methods would easily permit comparison of model forecasts with the .
accuracy of other forecasting models or procedures. In this study
two such measures of divergence are used, i.e. percent error and
inequality coefficient. . . -
First, each'error measure is applied to each quarterly estimate
of the dependent variable of each equation. A.sum of these quarterly
errors over the sample and/or forecast period tells us the accumu
lated error of each separate.equation. The. error for an equation
indicates the accuracy of the simulation at that point in the
sequence of equations. For example, the error in simulating beef
price is composed of both error in beef quantity estimate and price
error given the quantity. No measure ,of overall model^performance
can be obtained without some means of averaging error indexes
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across equations. To evaluate two models, as distinct from two equa
tions, requires averaging errors across all the equations. To measure
.1 -. ' I
overall, nodel..performance jby an error index, one must construct an
error disutility functionrwhosevvalue.is^to-be minimized.^ jThat is,
relative disutilityiof error^'in. eachjequationv must be .specified by
the analyst or useroof the simulation. .1.5 ^ .
If'there are j [equations, •the.jweightedr.-sum acro^r j equations
will yield nodel-ierror;One,,must specify*.,j jweights. Obviously the
total error is-not.,only influenced.;by: the^ accuracy-of the^model- but,
also by the: set of .weights.r -Tp.^determine^^ich version of a model is
superior.,onejmust weight -errorsjin each ^equation. If weights among
equations are held^.constant,-,the smallest, total 1error among alterna- ^
tive specifications of the equationSNidentifies systematically and
quantitatively the-,superior model.,,-- y,,
The first measur.ejused is j the average ^percent error. ^ For each
quarter for eahh endogenous variable .therpredicted p^^j, and vactual
values are compared. For each quarterly observation.for each
variable the percent-.error is:^} Cd ri b'.-p • w>. ' r
j>El£j = 100,,0, *
To obtain i.the'.percent ierrorrindex over-time rfp.r each variable,
the absolute" errors (-H-or.i 7. without regard'to .sign) are ^.summed over
the n quarters .and this sumrdivided-bycthe sum .of-the actual-values -
for the same period.., ;For-.each{.equation-the sample period; percentage ^
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error is:
N N
El. = 100.0 * .1. [|P. . - A. . ]/ .2 A. . .j J.J ij i^l 13
The sign of the error is insignificant' since the absolute values are
considered. This'measure averages the prediction error of any one
observation over-the time period under examination. For a given time
period the distribution of a given error among the successive obser
vations does not change the value of such measure. That is, the per
centage error index is-indifferent--- it doesn't penalize the accuracy
of prediction if-a given error is accumulated in few points of time
or is distributed by small -segments over the total time period. A
set of weights is needed to aggregate equation percent errors to
get [iK>del percent error. The'sum of the weights equals 1.
M
.2^h(j)'= 1 . •
The weights must be specified by the analyst to indicate the relative "
importance of accuracy or relative'disutility of error in the j~th
endogenous variable. The model 'percent error index, is defined as •
EI(.;.) =• J^h(j)EI(./j)'.:- -
The second accuracy index used in S!IMU IV is Theil*s inequality
coefficient (17). The concept of a quadratic loss function associated
with a set of forecasts suggests-the reasonability of measuring the
seriousness of a given forecast error by -its square. Thus, Theil*s
inequality coefficient evolves from the quadratic loss criteria. The
coefficient has the mean--squared error in predicting change for its
Irt tif
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numerator.'-'Its denominator-is the .mean squarebpf,the observed, .
. changes.^; The siz'ecof :the denominator varies^ and .depends only on the
I I
observed changes.Thus,-the .coefficientris uniquely,determined >y. ^
' the absolute 'errors:in-'predictingithe:'Chafiger,(17i. P- 28). In order,
1 to obtain a'measureiwhich^hasfthe same; dimension as-the.predictions
f *
and realizations themselves, the.square^rppti of both the numerator
and denominator should.,be^ taken. ..This_ measure^.for the j"th endogenous;
• variable is defined as the square root of
U^Ca).=-'J2 j,.
! A geometric, illustration of- possible .values of jthe inequality coeffi- ;
• cient icorresponding^.to given ratip.s-ofvpredicted;]; to^-realized
• changes^ ini'the values'of !'the endogenpjas.s^yariable tj.me..paths is pre-
i
sented in Figure %. (Appendix ,1). .A-value of U, equal to,zero is^ pos- ..
' sible only if all estimated changes are correct or perfecj:.- A value
of U equal to one is possible if naive^ np-change .extrapolation, that
is, 1 ; C>' v ' j.:!'•': v I"' . .
• $P-(ii'j).^ =P-^-i .... £ o:; -- -
is; employed. ".A value-of .U,;l'arger .than one,is 'ppss.ible. In, fact,,
the inequality .coefficient'has no ifinitej upper limit.j It is possible
• to obtain an dnequalityi fcoefficientjvalue indicating the accuracy
of the model which as considerably.jWorse that;ia_naive, norchange
I
extrapolation'., u A-large, value .of: U., can re;sult jfrpm .ev^en a few large
absolute:errors, .since^ each- discrepancy between, predicted and
5". • - r I 1 •,! • I -nim iiiil iip", n'fin;'
••• 4 I-!.•' I •' 'it'p •.III ' 10" nnl I I'ltjio ii) ukIh.iJ lirn*.
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observed cHange is squared-before being summed. , A]large error,in
any point cannot be "averaged out" over the time period as it happens
in the percent'error'index. ' This-measure indicatesvless accuracy- if
all the error is in one observation father-than spread- over two or
more. Theil*s inequality coefficient penalizes for error- concentrated,
in a few points. If the Theil coefficient indicates. more improvement
than the percent error index,-it is -likely several large errors have [
been reduced.
An aggregate U coefficient verification'index, can be otaiihed
by weighting the individual equation U values' (see Figure 2). • If
h(j) is the proportional weight assigned'to the equation estimating
the j'-th endogenous variable, 'ahd^ U(j)'. is the Theil coefficient value
for the j-th equation,' the'verification index over M'equations of the
model is defined as ' - •
U(.) = h(j)U(j).- ^
For this study weights were defined by Futrell and Rahn. To
evaluate SIMU IV the whole model observation errors were aggregated
over the sample period 'and the ex post forecast period. The resulting
equation error indices were aggregate'd across beef, pork, lamb,
broiler and turkey sectors'. The weights were defined as follows:
1000 was assigned to commercial production in each species. A.
weight nore or less than 1000 was then assigned- to each other variable
in the species. The weights- as assigned- to all^ equations within the
) . I n • -1 ' . 'V"' 1- r'-.nj
, 1> . • I i I ».• -n:! 1 '<•
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species, or sector were then-summed to get a sj)ecies total which was
divided intoceach equation^weight-19 get,the relative,or proportional
equation -weight, This weight ,is. applied to .the^percentag^ ^rror
indices and the inequality coefficient estimated for^eaph equation
in each species, , Variable n^es.and corresponding proportional
weights for each,are. presented-in.Tables 1 through 5 (Appendix II).
To calculate the accuracy index.for the.entire model the errors
from each species or sector ^st be aggregated. Relative magnitude
of cash receipts from-farm marketings plus value of products consumed
in farm households over the 1967 to. .1971 period were ,used as weights
'to indicate-the relative impor.tance of •the given sector. Average
cash receipts .for each sector,,and corresponding proportional..weights
for each sectqr_are. presented,in Table 6.(Appendix II).
Ifode of Operation . •
tfode of operation refers .to the stage in,.the sequence of simula
tion at which-actual values of endogenous variables replace estimates
in the model. In the pa%t an^actual value exists..for each estimated
value. A previously estimatedrendpgenous variable can, be ,used to
estimate .another,endogenous variable in the,model. . It is also possible
to replace the estimate with.-,an, actual after one quarter or two quar
ters. This is done to bring the simulation back to the "true" time
path of endogenous .variables. ^ , , , -
t ..II- • I'
. - - - t i ..1 .l!..,'
One possible mode is continual replacement, that is, replacing
estimated values with actual values during a quarter. In contrast
one can replace estimates with actual values after the model has run
one complete quarter.
In actual forecasting of future time periods the researcher
cannot replace estimates with actual values at the end of each quar
ter and restart the model on the true position. Therefore, to test
the "forecasting" performance of the model over the past, the mode
of operation used is to start the model on true course at the end
of the sample period (1972) and allow it to run until the present
without replacement. Two modes of operation are used in this
approach. The mode which replaces estimates with actual values
after one quarter is mode 1. The mode with replacement after four
quarters is mode 4.
Sample period simulations were run over the period from first
seasonal quarter 1965 to fourth seasonal quarter 1972, The value of
the accuracy indices indicate the general "goodness of fit" over
the sample period for each variable, sector, and the entire model.
The values of both the percent error and inequality coefficient are
presented for continual replacement, replacement after one quarter,
and replacement after four quarters in Tables 7, 8, and 9, respec
tively (Appendix II),
Under the continuous replacement mode no variables had an
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inequality coefficien£-equal*.to'.or .greater ;than:-;One for the sample i
period. The inequality coefficient for the model with^continuous
replacement was '.SSS'i-' The entire, model had,an-,average error of
approximately'-2 percent's ?: Under, the,, replacement after one quarter
mode^i four -variables;;' in.- the: beef>sectori .and-r one .variable in the
turkey 'sector had., inequality,coefficients,^ greater, .than, oti3, indicating
less accuracy-than the-naive extrapolation-,. Average, percentage .error •
of price variables'.jin' the b_eef'..and;pork,.sectors .doubled, because of
accumulated* quantity erro_rs-;as well ,as price,^ .estimation errors. The
average percentage error of ,six;-yariabl,es,.in, the-, turkey^ sector
exceeded lO -percent-.Mi^ Farmulexel .prices were the .last, endogenous ^
variables^ to be' estiraatedv.and,-.rthus,; accumulated ,error from all pre
vious^ equations.. The .ine^ualityK-cqefficient, for, the entire model
was .633 under;-replacemerit'after oni^ quarter,, alnwst.double the .
value for the coritinual"replacement ^mode. . The iay;erage,-percentage
error increased from 1.98r under f.cqntinual replacement mode to j, -
percent with"'repiacement jafter.£qnef.quarter..-.- • ^ -
Under :annual':replacement, individual .equation and model error
increased.' nThe inequality.-coefficient fo,r the -iwdel rose to-.754
and theaverage percentage.modelrerror ..increased to 4.19 percent.
• . » • i . r-L . j . . j i. I" ."j. . ' •O"*. I" ' _ ' r iL
. '.i U'c li'V'Pi:
I ri'";!' lipi-i; 1/ lu'O
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FORECAST TO FOURTH QUARTER, 1979 j
!
Exogenous Variables - j
One purpose of the model is to provide forecasts of important i
variables in each sector. These forecasts are probably more accurate j
1
during the first few quarters after the last quarter of actual data, j
t
Progressively less reliability can be placed on the specific fore- j
t
casts in successive time periods. Perhaps the trend of livestock |
]
variables in general is more reliable than individual species and i
i
variables. Projections"are, of course, predicated on forecasts of |
1
exogenous variables. The most important exogenous variables in ;
SIMU IV are income, population, corn price and soybean price-
To check the trend of the endogenous variables with given, , !
exogenous variables, and to test the stability of the model, it was |
J
allowed to simulate out to fourth quarter, 1979. Forecasts of
exogenous variables were made by Futrell and Paulsen. The 1972-73
rises in grain, livestock and poultry prices were assumed to be
temporary and prices for grain are projected^to be near cost of
production levels. Temporary shortages of feed grains and protein
sources worldwide may recur but are not expected to be continual.
For each of the 22 individual exogenous variables brief com
ments on the future are presented below. Specific quarterly fore
casts from first quarter, 1973 through fourth quarter, 1979 are
presented in Table 10 (Appendix II).
TO TVI'I''' -• Hf l* cirt';. 'vi.i; !.-f( h-iiid Sine, niui i-tid tjpiiitf
rii'! -iv ' .i;' nf ii'io!- 'i>:ri.-i''.'trh iln tiHi-iO mr.riiinal liTse.
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Population- (P) --'Population is currently growing at a rate of.approxi
mately ;'8 percent per year and' is -expected to increase up to. 1 percent
per yearj'which is felt to be the equilibrium; growth^rate.
Faiin Marketing'Wage"-(FMWy " The-' wage-^fate of labor- involved in
marketing-of 'farm products" from farm'tb'retail, level 'is expected to.
increase" by'3."5 percent'per-year.'--'i •
Disposable Income''(DYN)-'' Diispbsable' income in current, dollars is
now expanding at 9 percent per year.' 'This rate of growth is expected
to decrease to 7.5 percent by 1974, 6 percent by 1975, and 5 percent
the'reafteir; j " /f ,
• ' J--' I-. ' vc' b'J • ' • j'' . •
Unemployment Rate (UNEMP) The unemployment rate is expected to
decrease to 4.75 percent by first quarter, 1974, then slowly increase
to 5 percent''by second'quarter, -1975';^ :-'
Corn Price' (CP") " Corn price is-expected to "hold labbve $1,75 per
bushel" through isecbnd quarter, -1974, "then decline in expectation of
a large bumper^ crop'and" "a product'^ion response to 'the higher price
level. The new equilibrium corn price is $1.35 per bushel and is
projected to be realized by fourth quarter, 1975.
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Soybean Meal Price (SBMP) A continuing worldwide protein shortage
is expected, with the soybean meal price remaining above $200 per
ton through the fourth quarter, 1974. The new equilibrium price of
soybean meal Is projected at $120 per ton, which is expected to be
reached by first quarter, 1976. This would widen the price difference
between corn and soybeans, compared with the past, reflecting a con
tinuing relatively strong need for protein in the world economy.
Range Condition (G) Past range condition and seasonal variation
are expected to continue in the future.
Military Consumption (BM. PM. LM, BRM. TRM) Military consunqjtion
is expected to be at the level required by a 2.5 million person
service force.
Beef Imports (BT) Net beef imports are expected to Increase 10
percent in 1973 and again in 1974. Imports are then expected to
level off until 1977 when they are expected to resume a 10 percent
per year growth rate. The temporary leveling off in 1975 and 1976
is due to expected Increases in the U.S« domestic supply of beef
in that period.
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Pork Imports (PT) Net pork imports are expected to decr^ease, by <
25 percent, reflecting in part the devaluation of the dollar.
Lamb Tmports =(LT)--^- Lamb'import s .are projected-to continue at current .
levels.'- "• :: . • vi.i'-.v ^•r.! -ii.iy'. i.' • .
. vj • . f. :
Broiler and Turkey Exports (BRT. TRT) Exports of both broiler and
turkey are projected-jto increase >y, appTOximat^y^2^ei^cent per . ^
year,' -influenced:partlyDby.ithe.i,dQ_lla_r. devaluation, ,
• - .. r , i
Cattle By-Product Price (CBYP) Hide and offal prices aye projected
to decrease from current high levels to approximately, ^^$3.75'per , :
hundredweight. ;; This-assumes that thej-,current high-rate.of hide .
exports will diminish. •. • n'l . jj: •
. . I'-i- ' i ;j V/3T c ' .Lj.- - V c . ;• >
Hog.By-Product Price-(HBYP) i ' jThe,,value.,of hog, by-products (e.^.^^.lard) .
is assumed'to ^decrease to !$1•-88, per hundredweight-fromjthe current •
$2.35. -This reflects ajprojected.'.declinejfromjcurrent .high^iprice-
on-i fats.'-and.ioils. ' •-): •••jj ."j i, t.: b£5... 'c.,:;, ' :
' • rsr-c l oTr, £.i
Lamb By-Prbduct PriceO(LBYP)^-' , The^value .of lamb, by-products (£.£.
wool) is.•expectedi:to..decrease- tOi:i$3i05 per hundredweight fromra
current value'of •$3'.:50.o ThiSi>assumes that the-, current high price
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of wool will not be sustained. ' ^ ,
I, ,1 , • .1
Hogs-Pigs Saved Per Litter (HPSL) The number of pigs saved per
litter is"expected to resume a long run growth trend as projected
by Paulsen and Mann (14). Recent low values are thought to result
from bad weather and other tenporary factors.
Farm Laborer's Wage (FLW) This wage rate is expected to grow at
7 percent per year, reflecting a continuation of the current relative
shortage of farm labor.
Endogenous Variables ' •- . :
Time paths of 22 selected'endogenous variables .are presented
over the entire forecast period. In the interest of concise presen
tation, the remaining 26 endogenous variables are not included.
Pork sector forecasts "are presented-in Table ll^-' beef sector forecasts
in Table 12, lamb forecasts-in'Table 13, broiler forecasts-in Table
14 and turkey forecasts in-Table 15 (Appendix II) . Graphs of.13
important variables are presented in Figures 3 through 8 (Appendix I).
In the graphs actual data is plotted from first quarter 1970, through
first quarter 1973 with .estimated data from second'quarter 1973
through fourth quarter 1979i' In the tables, estimated^values of
endogenous variables'do'not start until second quarter 1973 for
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quarterly variables'^and in'-1974 •for. annual'variables.;
^ The' simulation repb'rted "was performed in-late 1972 and early
1973. The .simulation % ^the^raodel'made vin early 1973j.predicted_
relatively high livestock 'and poultry pricesf.'because; of high-feed
prices.
Several trends are apparent. First, the rapid build-up of beef
cow herds is expected to produce enough beef by late 1974 and early
1975 to cause a $15 drop in wholesale price and an $8 decline at the
farm level. The lower level continues, one year, then prices are
projected to recover and exceed current high levels by the end of
the decade. Annual beef consumption is expected to continue to
rise and to exceed 130 pounds per capita by 1979.
Current and projected feed prices are expected to prevent hog
expansion in 1974 with sow farrowings expected to be less than in
1973. However, production is expected to increase again, as feed
prices decline, with per capita consumption reaching 80 pounds per
year by 1979. Hog prices are projected to exceed $25 per hundredweight
throughout the rest of the decade.
The decline in lamb consumption is expected to stop, with usage
stabilizing at about 2.5 pounds per capita per year. Lamb prices at
the farm level are projected to remain above $30.00 per hundredweight.
Both turkey and broiler production in late 1973 and early 1974
are expected to be less than 1972 levels with no expansion predicted
until late 1974. Broiler expansion is expected to continue with per
capita consumption above 45 pounds per year by 1979. Broiler prices
are forecast to remain above $30 per hundredweight and turkey prices
are also projected above $30 per hundredweight.
j •
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FOOTNOTES
/. vlJ.
1, Professor. o£ Economics," Iowa State University; Ames;. Research
Economist, Quaker Oats Company, Chicago; Assistant Professor of
Poultry'Science^ University of'Georgia^* Athens; Extension Economist,
Iowa State University, Ames;-"'Profei5sor of Economics, Iowa State
University, Ames. • -' *
^t'
2, A listing ojE" the computer model and an'operator's manual are
available for a reproduction^fee by writing Dr.-Arnold Paulsen,
Department of Economics, Iowa State University, Ames, lA 50011.
3.' Four types"of structural equations appearing in economic
systems are'commonly delineaVed^,-^These are-behavioral, technical,
institutional and identity equations. Behavioral structural equa-"
tions are those that involve the response of the human decision
agent. Technological relationships express the connections between
physical entities which are^beyond the direct control of human
action.' institutional equations"are tto^e equations that relate
socially'prescribed"operating rules on 'the system, identity equa
tions are used for'accounting'purposes to^ sum disaggregates which
are to'become'indistinguishable; The behavior.al and-technical equa
tion types are not mutually exclusive and the-characteristics of
each can often be found in a single structural- relationship.
4;
X(I) -
X(L) -
$X
$2X
XI(I) -
X2(I) •-
X3(I) -
X4(I) -
Standard notation' for"'the''general'variable'X.
a"'variable measured quarterly'
a variable measured annually' '
the first difference of the_variable X
the second difference of the variable X
a variable measured quarterly that is different from zero
in the first quarter'of-*the year" only ' ' • "
'a'variable"measured" quarterly that' is different from zero
in the second quarter of the year only
a variable measured quarterly that is different from zero
in the third quarter of the year.only
*a variable-'measured quarterly"''that is different from zero
••'iri the 'fourth'-quarter'of' the"'year only — - ' -
•j j
5. Variable notations, descriptions and units of measure are
available in Appendix III.
6. Howell (p. 3) indicates that the income per $100 feed fed
to hogs during the 1960-1969 period averaged $174. This compared
with an income per $100 feed fed to all livestock.of $158 during a
similar period. The crude range between the averages of the two
highest and lowest years for hogs was $62.
7. Light breed turkeys have a normal mature marketing weight
for hens of less than 12 pounds and are sometimes called fryer-
roaster turkeys. Breeds in this class include Beltsville, Jersey
Buff and wild turkeys. Heavy breed turkeys have a normal marketing
weight for hens of 12 pounds or over and .include the Broadwhite,
White Holland, Empire White, Lancaster, Crosses and Bronze. -
8. Although supply-disappearance equations of the previous
section provide some leeway between^production,and consumption because
of storage and foreign trade considerations, the variation in con
sumption still closely parallels that of production, according to
Buttimer (1, p. 57). . ,
9. Validation and verification as used.here are separate and-
distinct concepts. The verification process determines accuracy of
the simulated output — endogenous variable time paths. Verifi
cation is but one of several stages of the simulation model valida
tion process. Obtaining the "right" estimates is not sufficient to
validate the model.
10. Since this measure is used for ex post evaluation (for
the sample and the post sample period where actual values.of endo
genous variables are observed),$P(i,j) is defined as follows:
$P(i,j) = P(i,j) - A(i-l,j) and the numerator becomes
^2 j) " A(i, j)]^
11. These exogenous forecasts were^put. together in the spring
of 1973. The historicallyhigh grain and meat prices of 1973-74 were
totally unforeseen.
12. It should be pointed out that, because of lack of accurate
forecasting of record corn and soybean meal prices in 1973-1974, the
model did not even closely predict the record meat prices. The
exogenous forecasts were simply not valid.
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Figure 2 Geometric illustration of inequality coefficient values
corresponding to ratios of' predicted and realized changes
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APPENDIX II
Table 1 SIMU IV beef sector -aggregate-verification index-weights
Rank
Order . , .
Variable-
Name
000.. X
—Priority --
Index
proportional
.. . Weight
: •*. V •;
1 BPW
.
2,000 0.1444
2 GSP
v'l"'' J.
1,800 0.1299
3 .0
CBCS 1,700 0.1227
4 CSTS
O'/t; 1,600 0.1155
r V"' !•*
5 ^ CCVS 1,100 ' ^ 0.0794
V •*
6 • CHES
'jjjO
1,050 ' 0.0758
BQ
:- .c
1,000 0.0722
8 ••••• CAQ
r*
\J /
825 0.0596
9 CHRS 700 0.0505
10 CCVC 600 0.0433
11 CSTQ 450 0.0325
12 CFSP 400 0.0289
13 CHEQ 225 0.0162
14 CCQ 150 0.0108
15 CAW 125 0.0090
16 BS 75 0.0054
17 CY 50 0 .0036
18 BC
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Table 2 SIMU IV pork sector aggregate verification index wei^ts
Rank Variable Priority
i \ i * %
Proportional
Order • "Name - - Index • Weight
1 PPtf 2,000 0,2524
2 HP 1,800 ^ , 0.2271
3 , HSFQ 1,500 . . 0.1893
PQ . 1,000 , . 0.1262
5 HQ 900 0.1136
6 HAW 300 , , 0.0378
» C.
7 HBGQ 200 0.0252
8 HSQ 125 0.01582
9 PS 100 . 0.0126
10 PC
78
Table 3 SIMU IV lamb sector aggregate verification index weights
Rank ,. ,
Order
Variable .
Name
Priority
Index
Proportional ,
Weight
\ \ «
1
aoo/'
LPW 2,400 0.3211
2 LP 2,200 0.2943
3
ji'J. i
LES 1,800 0.2408
4 LQ 1,000 0.1338
5 LS 75 0.0100
6 LC
r '
j-iZ
79
Table 4 SIMU IV broiler sector aggregate verification index weights
'.Iv ••..j .f •'Vsr, . ^:: f
Rank Variable' Priority Proportional
Order . ^- /-j Name . - -rlndex Weight
1 2,000" 0.3670
2 BRH 1,500 0.2752
3
4
BRQ
BRTP
1,000
800
0.1835
0.1468
5
c " r» .'
BRS
.1
150 0.0275 "
6 BRC
" ?' . V. (
^ n n '• " • •y; ) ;':
Table 5 SIMU IV turkey sector aggregate verification index weights
Rank Variable
Order - Name
Priority
Index
Proportional
• Weight
1 TRPW 2,000 0.3077
2 TRHH 1,500 0.2308
3 TRQ 1,000 0.1538
4 TRS 900 0,1385
5 TRTPH 700 0.1077
6 TRHL 300 0.0462
7 . .. TRTPL 100 0.0153
8 TRC
! 6 SIMU IV model aggregate verification index weights
Sector.
a
Cash receipts
(1967-1971 average)
Proportional
Weight
Beef 12,803 ,447 0.6635
Pork 4,285 .753 0.2224
Lamb 322 ,935 0.0168
Broiler 1,409 ,075 0,0732
Turkey 465 ,195 0,0241
All subsec.tors. 19,286 ,405 1.0000
Cash receipts from farm marketings and value of products
consumed in farm households.
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Table :10 Exogenous variables forecast
Year and
Quarter (1)
. 1973-1
73-2
73-3
73-4
. 207.29 "
207.76
208.23;
208,69
1974-1
.74-2
74-3
74-4
' 209.16
209.66
210.15..
210.65.,
1975-1 ,
75-2
75-3
' 75-4 ,;
211.14
'211.67'
212.19-
.212.72
1976-1 ;
76-2
76-3 ,
76-4 '
"213.25
213.79
214.32-
,214.86
1977-1
77-2
77-3
77-4
215.39
215.93
216.47
217.00 .
1978-1
78-2
78-3
78-4
217.54 ,
218.09
218,63
219.18
J
1979-1
79-2
79-3
79-4
219,72
- 220.26
220,81
221.35
FMW .'DY
(2) (3)
••• . UNEMP ' CP SBMP
(4) (5) • (6)
3.52
3.55
3.58
3.60
3.63
3.66
3.68
3.71
'.827.60
847.26
866.92
886.58
'9O6.22
• 923.21
940.20
957.19
3.73 ; 974.19
3.76 988.80
-3.79 1003.41
.3.82 -.1018.02
3,85 ;.;i632.64
3.88 "1045.55
3.91 1058.46
3.93 ,',1071.37
-3.96 .1084.27
3.99 • 1097.77
4.02 .1111.27
4.05 1124.77
L '
3.96 .1084.27
4.11 1152.72
4.14 1166.95
4.17 1181.18
4.20
4.23
4.27
4.30
1195.41
1210.35
1225.29
1240.23
5.30
5.14
4.98
4.81
*4.75
"4.80
4.85
4.90
'4.95
5.00
5.00
5.00
'5^00
5.00
5.00
•5.00
' 5 ,00
5.00
5.00
'5.00
. 5.00
5.00
5.00
; 5;.-00
,'5V00
5.00
5.00
5.00
^ 1-.54
1.75
1.80
1.80
. 1.82
1.85
1.60
. l AO
,1.42
' i.44
•1.49
0I.35
. i.37
1.41
1.42
1.35
4.37
1.41
1.42
"1.35
1.37
1.41
1.42
1.35
1.37
1.41
1.42
1.35
193.30
250.00
300.00
250.00
200,00
225.00
,225.00
160.00
'135.00
160.00
180.00
160.00
120.00
140,00
165.00
120.00
120.00
140.00
-165.00
120.00
120.00
140.00
165.00
120,00
120.00
140.00
165.00
120.00
87
G
(7)
BM
(8)
75.03 78.45
75,55 78,56
300,00 80.56
7.8,86 63.36
75,03
75.55
80.56
78.86
.75,03
75.55
80.56
.78.86
75.03
75,55
80:56
.78,78
75.03
75.55
80.56
-78.86
75.03
75.55
80.56
78:86
75.03
75.55
80.56
78.86
78.45
78,56
69,02
63,36
78,45
78,56
69,02
63,36
78.45
78,56
69,02
63.36
78.45
78,56
69,02
63.36
78.45
78,56
69,02
63.36
78.45
78.56
69,02
63,36
88
Table 10 (continued) Exogenous variable forecasts
Year and BRT TRT
Quarter (16) (17)
1973-1
73-2
73-3
73-A
1974-1
74-2
74-3
74-4
1975-1
75-2
75-3
75-4
1976-1
76-2
76-3
76-4
1977-1
77-2
77-3
77-4
1978-1
78-2
78-3
78-4
1979-1
79-2
79-3
79-4
27.64
22.52
26.62
26.62
28.19
22.97
27.15
27,15
28.76
23.43
27.69
27.69
29.33
23.90
28.25
28.25
29.92
24.38
28.81
28,81
30.52
24.86
29.39
29.39
31.13
25.36
29.98
29.98
-.6.63
4.54
8.57
•15.02
6.77
4.63
8.ri
15.32
6.90
4,72
9.09
15.63
7.04
4.82
4.82
15.94
7.18
4.91
9.45
16.25
7.33
5,01
9.64
16.58
7.47
5.11
9.83
16.91
... - . ..
CBYP HBYP LBYP HPSL FLW
(18) (19) (20) (21) (22)
4.20 - 2.00 3.50 7.16 1.94
4.65 2.35 3.45 7.16 1.98
4.85 2.60 3.40 7.17 2.02
4.75 2,50 3.35 7.18 2.06
^.70 2.35 3.30 7,20 2.10
4,65 • 2.25 3.25 7,25 2,14
4.60 . 2.10 3,15 7.30 2.18
4.55 . 2.00 . 3.10 7.35 2,22
4.50 1.90 3.05 7.37 2.26
4.25 1.85 3.25 7.40 2.31
4.00 1,80 3.15 7.42 2.35
3.75 1.80 3.10 7.45 2,40
3.75 1.90 3.05 ' .7,45 2,44
4.25 1.85 3,25 7,46 2.49
4.00 1.80 3.15 7.47 2.54
3.75 1.80 3.10 7.51 2.80
3.75 X.90 3.05 7.49 2.64
4.25 1,85 3.25 7.50 2.69
4.00 1,80 3.15 7.51 2.75
3.75 1.80 3.10 7.51 2.80
3.75 1.90 3.05 7.52 2.85
4.25 1.85 3.25 7.53 2.91
4.00 1.80 3.15 7.54 . 2.97
3.75 1.80 3.10 7.54 3.03
3.75 ' 1.90 3.05 7.55 3.08
4.25 1.85 3.25 7.56 3.14
4.00 1.80 3.15 7.57 3.20
3,75 1,80 3.10 7.58 3.26
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Table 10 (continued) Exogenous variable forecasts -
Year and PM LM BRM TRM BT PT
LT '
Quarter (9) .,(10) (12) (13) , (14) •-(15)
1973-1 • 35.00 T 2.00 15.87 8.97 462.6 30.0
8.0
73-2 ; -39.00 2.00 17.25 4.68 ' 441.5 • 40,2
58.0
73-3 . 31.00 1,00 18.63 8.19 - 567.7 42.0
53.0
73-4 . 24.00 . 2.00 17.25 17.16 . 630.8 ^ 49.5 23.0
1974-1 35.00 -2.00 .15.87 8.97 - 485.7 ^ 81.6 8.0
74-2 . 39.00 ;2.oo 17.25 4.68 463.6- 53.6 58.0
74-3 31.00 . ,1.00 18:63 8 ", 19 • 596.1 • 44.8 53.0
74-4 24,00 ' >2.00 17.25 17.16, . 662.3 ; 52.8 23.0
1975-1 35.00 , 2.00 ,15.87 8.97 485.7 ,, . 81.6 8.0
75-2 •39.00 2.00 ;'.17'.25 4.68,;. 463.6' 53.6 58.0'
75-3 31.00 > 1.00 •18.63 8.19' . 596.1 • 44.8 "53.0
75-4 24.00 " . 2.00 M7.25 17.16;' 662.3^ 52.8 23.0
1976-1 35.00 , 2.00 15.87 8.97 485,7 . 81.6 8.0
76-2 39.00 . . 2.00 . '17.. 25 4.68. 463.7 53.6 58.0
76-3 31.00 , 1.00 18.63 8.19 596.1 44.8 53.0
76-4 24.00 2.00 17.25 17.16 662.3 52.8 23.0
1977-1 35.00 , 2.00 15.87 8.97 495.4 81.6 8.0
77-2 ,39.00 . ^2.00 17.25 4,68 472.9^ 53.6 58.0
77-3 31.00 ' ::.i.oo 18.63 8.19 596.1 - 44.8 -53.0
77-4 24,00 ^2.00 17,25 17.16", 675.0 52.8 - 23 .0
1978-1 35.00 -2.00 15,87 8.97 520.2 81.6 8.0
78-2 39.00 2,00 \17;25 4.68 472.9^ 53.6 58.0
78-3 ,31.00 1.00 18,63 8i-19 638.4 44.8 53.0
78-4 , 24.00
* i-
. 2.00 17.25
I
17.16 675.00 52.8 '23.0
1979-1 ^ 35.00 2.00 15.87 8.97 556.6 81.6 8.0
79-2 39.00 2.00 17.25 4,68 531.3 ' 53.6 58.0
79-3 31.00 1.00 18,63 9.19 683.1 44.8 53.0
79-4 . 24.00 -'2.00 17.25 17,16 759,0 52,8 23.0
Table n Pork Sector Forecasts
Year and
Quarter HSFQ HQ PCN- PPW HP
1973-1 27l5 19848 16.47 71.02 34.57
73-2 3820 19412 16.82 75.00 37.53
73-3 3101 19223 16.19 70.14
34.86
73-4 3099 20967 17.30 72.55 35.46
1974-1 2562 20118 16,91 77.89 37.81
74-2 3535 22153. 17.31 74.63
35.88
74-3 3131 19030 16.13 79.69 37.57
74-4 3181 19598 16.91 85.08 ' 40,07
1975-1 2609 19832 16,80 86.17 40.56
75-2 3983 23211 ' 17.56 78.31 36.58
75-3 3966 20111 16 .'43 81.80 37.89
75-4 3910 22319 18.02 81.54 37.69
1976-1 3180 ' 25481 19.13 72.97 33.49
76-2 4559 29521. 20.24 61.95 27.99
76-3 4492 25263 19.02 67.91
30,78
76-4 4094 26910 20.47 69.71 ' 31.87
1977-1 3187 29889 21.24 62.09
28.43
77-2 4634 - 32181 21.61 55.98
25.60
77^3 . 4583 25991 19.69 68,17
31,69
77-4 3904 27402 20.86 72.33
33,99
1978-1 . 3012 30720 21 ."50 64.70 30.37
78-2 4672 31748 21.37 , 62.19 29.02
78-3 4667. 24691 . 19.24 77.45 36.34
78-4 3743 27137 20.73 78,82
37.03
1979-1 2938 31380 , 21.66 68.17 31.73
79-2 4909 31401 21.28 67,69
31,27
79-3 4862 24023 19.19 83.59
38.92
79-4 3668 28180 21.28 80.41
37.45
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Table 12 Beef Sector Forecasts
Year and -
- - . •
Quarter, CBCS _ ccvc_ _ CAQ _ BCN BPW CSP
1973-1
. 73-2
73-3
73t4
1974-1
74-2
74-3
74-4
1975t1
75-2
75-3
75-4
1976-1
76r2
76-3
76-4
1977-1
77-2
77-3
77-4
1978-1
78-2
78-3
78-4
1979-1
79-2
79-3
79-4
41102!
43553:
45401;
\ '.j
46461.
46718.
47333.
48285.
49048,
54020
I:
56234,
56445:
06
55208.
56219.
58377..
•
\1'
8634.8^ .
8917.iV
9b24.9' •
9776.7,,.
9205.7:.; ,
9103.3,-Jv
9567.4 '
10769.4
10554.4'•'
10564.2'
11273.2
11392.2,.
10741.3 '
10606.7;, ,
11014.3'''
11263.6 .
10762,6:'. .
10603.7^;-
11051.9
11227.1,.^
10605.9^',,
10384.2:
10796.0
11605.5
11072.8'^ '"
10893.7 ..
11501.7'''
12161.4
27.91
28.11
30.15
30.93
29.23
28.74
30.10
33.41
32.81
32.68
34.70
35.28
33.16
32.56
33.78
34.59
32.97
32.36
33.69
34.30
32.42
31.61
32.85
35.03
33.62
32.94
34.68
36.56
62.30
67.24
64.98
61.29
67.07
72.60
72.86
57.84
58.00
60.88
58.21
54.86
60.77
65.11
65.74
61.40
65.27
70.06
71.17
67.93
73.19
79.39
80.98
70.35
73.34
79.39
78.72
68.91
40.25
43.66
42.75
40.46
43.26
-46.48
'46,71
38,05
3^7.87
-39.81
38.52
36.55
39,63
42.39
42.96
40.42
42.34
45.36
46:20
44.29
47;, 00
so: 82
51^93
45.84
47.28
51.00
50,86
45.23
Table 13 Lamb Sector Forecasts
Year and
Quarter LES LQ LCN LPW LP
1973-1 12069 107 .69 69.69 33.05
73-2 118 .80 73.32 39.66
73-3 122 .73 76.14 36.05
73-4 116 .60 71.49 32.72
1974-1 11267 105 .52 75.26 34.90
74-2 103 .77 75.67 34.82
74-3 102 .75 78.30 34.52
74-4 120 .67 71.20 31.49
1975-1 11623 121 .62 71.26 32.54
75-2 128 .84 69.22 31.59
75-3 117 .78 72.38 31.67
75-4 126 .66 67.89 29.91
1976-1 10878 124 .59 69.03 31.50
76-2 119 .81 68.65 31.32
76-3 115 .79 71.77 31.39
76-4 120 .68 69.36 30.59
1977-1 9766 120 .60 71.09 32.45
77-2 115 .80 71.09 32.45
77-3 106 .75 76.22 33.45
77-4 110 .62 74.95 33.18
1978-1 8804 112 .55 77.06 35.22
78-2 108 .75 78.04 35.67
78-3 108 .74 82.97 36.58
78-4 113 .61 78.58 34.86
1979-1 7888 113 .55 79.06 36.15
79-2 109 .74 80.39 36.76
79-3 102 .70 85.04 37.53
79-4 106 .57 79.14 35.12
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Table 14 Broiler Sector Forecasts
Year and
Quarter
1973-1
73-2
73-3
73-4
1974-i
74-2
74-3
74-4
1975-1
75-2
. 75-3
.75-4
1976-i
76-2
76r3
76^4
1977-1
77-2
77-3
77-4
1978-1
78-2
78-3
78-4
1979-i
79-2
79-3
79-4
BRQ BRCN BRPW,
1930 9 .14 • ^ 32 .23
2020 9 .12 40 .00
2091 .10 .12 37 .81
2027 9 .61 34.36
1934 9 .17 35".81
2094 9 .81 36 .71
, 2281 ,10 .88 37 .52
2184 10 .29 35 .50
2116 9 .82 35 .38
2287 10 .61 35 .24
2491 '11 .50 35 .29
/2337 10 .78 33 .61
2220 10 ,20 32 .70
2415 . 11 .08 31 .42
2597 ' 11 .90 32 .50
, 2426 .11 .13 31 ,68
2311 10 .56 30 .93
2518 J 11 .47 30 .58
2667 12 .13 33 .45
2504 .11 .37 32 .90
2400
..00
10 84 32 .06
2610 . 11 76 32 .49
2758 12 .41 36 .29
. 2599 cU 67 34 .56
2497 11 15 32 .94
2702 .12. 04 33 86
. 2845 . 12- 67 37 78
2688 .11, 94 34 85
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Table 13 Turkey Sector Forecasts
Year and
Quarter TRQ TRCN TRPW
1973-1 280,7 1.95 41,20
73-2 190.0 ' • .99 47.00
73-3 457,3 .1.80 34.91
73-4 741.6 3.74 43.50
1974-1 303.2 1.88 42.74
74-2 205.2 1.01 34.46
74-3 493.9 1.74 36.58
74-4 800.9 3.99 45.73
1975-1 327.4 2.05 43.90
75-2 219.3 1.10 34.47
75-3 533.5 1.81 37.04
75-4 864.9 4.18 44,45
1976-1 353.6 2,17 39.52
76-2 236.8 1.19 29.06
76-3 576.1 1,83 32.22
76-4 934.2 4.27 40.32
1977-1 381.8 2.30 35.31
77-2 204.7 1.27 28.53
77-3 616.6 1.88 32.00
77-4 1008.9 4.30 39.50
1978-1 412.4 2.40 34.11
78-2 207.7 i.34 38.47
78-3 ' 611.4 1.92 34.00
78-4 1089.6 4.35 39.58
1979-1 445.4 2.52 ^ 33.12
79-2 213.0 1.42 28.31
79-3 612.9 1.99 35.21
79-4 1176.8 4.42 38.65
VARIABLE*
ABRTP
ATRH
ATRTPH;
BC
BCN
BM
BPW.
BQ
BRC
BRCN
BRFP
brh
BRM
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APPENDIX III
'iOJ' '-'iL-r '/"• .'.ii'.j.i iC"-.'
UNIT.
OF
MEASURE
I' r *'i
DESCRIPTION
:cr:r 1" ,
I 1 T'HJ
MIL.,
t -r
MIL.
... y
THOUS .•
.Sum p,f broiler ..type chickens tested for pullo.rum
disease during preceding three quarters
Advanced turkey hatch (,67TRHL(I-1) + .33TRHL(I-2)
'H::.17TRP(It1) +-..83TRHH(I^2)) .,i:.
Advanced sum of^heayy.breed turkey.testings
First Quarter - Sum during-cjtwo preceding quarters
Second Quarter - Sum during three preceding quarters
Third..jQuarter,Sum during four preceding quarters
Fourth Quarter - Testing during preceding quarter
li r j -k". J r
MIL.j.LB.^ iConmercial ciyilian;consumption of/beef
LB,
MIL ."i'B.
' i." u..
Commercial civilian consumption of beef per capita
Military consumption of^commercial beef
- ^Wholesale steer-prices per.xwt,, Chicago, carlot
_ , , basis,3^600-700 lb. choice carcasses
MIL. LB, .Conmercial prod,uctipn of. beef
- • I \ ,1. ' .il'C f • ' ;
MIL. LB. Commercial civilian consumption of broiler meat
•J.'- ' ej.C'
pppnercial; civilian^ consumption of broiler meat
per capita
$ Broiler feed price per cwt. (21% crude protein
. J-C ; ration) r t.20CP-+ 0;165SBMP
MIL. -Broilerotype^chick hatchings
MIL. LB. Military consumption of commerical broiler meat
BRPI
BRPW
BRS
BRQ
BRT
BRTP
BS
BT
CAq
CAW
CBCS
CBCSl
CBCS2
CBCS3
CBCS4
CBYP
CCQ
CCVC
MIL. LB.
MIL. LB.
MIL. LB.
MIL.
MIL, LB.
MIL. LB.
THOUS..
LB.
THOUS.
THOUS.
THOUS.
THOUS.
THOUS.
$
THOUS,
THOUS.
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Broiler profitability indicator (BRPW/BRFP)
Price per cwt, broilers, Chicago, Grade A ice
packed
Cold storage holdings of broiler meat at end of
quarter
Commercial production broiler meat (R.T.C, -
Ready-To-Cook Weight)
Foreign trade in broiler meat (exports)
Broiler type chickens tested for pullorum disease
Cold storage holdings of beef at end of quarter
Net (imports minus exports) foreign trade in
beef
Commercial cattle slaughter
Average liveweight of commercial cattle slaughter
Beef cows and heifers that have calved on farms
January 1
Beef cows and heifers that have calved on farms
Jamary 1 in First Quarter, zero otherwise
Beef cows and heifers that have calved on farms
January 1 in Second Quarter, zero otherwise
Beef cows and heifers that have calved on farms
January 1 in Third Quarter, zero otherwise
Beef cows and heifers that have calved on farms
January 1 in Fourth Quarter, zero otherwise
Value of cattle by-products (e.g. hide and offal)
Commercial slaughter of beef and milk cows
Calf crop during calendar year
CCVS
CCVS4
CDCQ
CDCS
CFFP
CFPI
CFSP
GHEQ
CHES
CHOS
CHOSl
CH0S2
CH0S3
CHRS
CP
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THOUS. Heifers, steers and bulls under 500 pounds on
farms January 1
THOUS. Heifers,'"''steers"and bulls under 500 pounds on
farms January 1 in Fourth Quarter, zero otherwise,
THOUS, Commercial dairy cow slaughter
THOUS.
THOUS.
THOUS.
Milk cows and heifers that have calved on farms
• January 1 • '
Cattle finishing'feed price per cwt. (11% crude
protein" ration) = 1.7050? + 0.0023SBMP
Cattle finishing-profitability indicator (CSP-CTC)
Price per cwt. for good and choice 300-500 lb.
feeder calves; Kansas City ' '
Commercial heifer slaughter
Heifers 500 pounds and over"not being kept for
milk cow replacement, on farms January 1
THOUS. Other heifers 500 pounds 'and over not being kept
for milk cow replacement on farms January 1
* '•'.-•-•CHOS •= CHES-CHRS'-•
THOUS.
THOUS.
THOUS.
THOUS.
Other heifers 500 pounds' anii over"not being kept
for milk cow replacement on farms January 1 in.
First Quarter, zero otherwise j
Other heifers -500' pounds arid over not being kept
for milk cow replacement on'farms January 1 in
Second Quarter, zero otherwise
Other heifers 500 pounds and over not being kept
for milk cow .replacement on farms January 1 in
Third Quarter, zero otherwise
Heifers 500 pounds and over being kept for beef
'~cow replacements 'oh'farms January I ' '
Price per bu. No," 3 yellow-corn, Chicago
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CSHQ THOUS, Commercial steer and heifer slaughter
CSP $ Price per cwt. choice slaughter steers, Omaha
CSTQ THOUS, Commercial steer slaughter
CSTS THOUS. Steers 500 pounds and over on farms January 1
CSTSl THOUS. Steers 500 pounds and over on farms January 1
First Quarter, zero otherwise
in
CSTS2 THOUS. Steers 500 pounds and over on farms January 1
Second Quarter, zero otherwise
in
CSTS3 THOUS. Steers 500 pounds and over on farms January 1
Third Quarter, zero otherwise
in
CTC $ Total costsjDf producing 100 pounds of beef
CTC = CFFP :fto.68 + FLW *.5+1
CTCS THOUS.' Cows and heifers that have calved on farms
January 1
CY % Dressing yield, commercial slaughter
DY BIL. $ Disposable personal income j:
DHSFQ THOUS, Sows farrowing in Third and Fourth Quarters
minus First and Second Quarters in Fourth Quarter
of current year and First Quarter of succeeding
year, zero otherwise
DYN • $ Disposable personal income per capita
D2 One in Second Quarter, zero "otherwise
D3 One in Third Quarter, zero otherwise
D4 ..... One in Fourth Quarter, zero otherwise
ECLF MIL. Employed civilian labor force
FLW $ Wage per hour for farm laborers
FMW $ Wage per hour for food marketing distributi(
^.employees, , - . " ~
G % c ,0 =:. Range-feed conditions in 17 Western states
HAW LB.'' ^ Average iiveweight per head commercial hog
slaughter
HBGQ THOUS,' " Commercial1,slaughter barrows., and gilts
HBOT $ .. .._Value of hog by-products^ i " r
HFP $ Hog'feed (price per cwt. (14%'crude protein
, .ration)..'=, 1.557CP.+.0.0064SBMP
HP $
r
. ^ 0 j ':v. s : , . • .
Price per cwt. barrows and gilts - #1-3,
; ,220-240 lb,, Chicago, prior, to July,1968.^
-#i*-2, 220-240 lb., Chicago, from July i968
through May 1970
,t -#l-;2,.,220-240; lb., Peoriaj, after May 1970
HPI $ Hog profitability indicator (HP - HTC)
HPSL number" Pigs saved per litter
HQ "THOUS. 'Commercial hog* slaughter ^
hsfq^. , THOUS.
J J - v-"
, . Sows farrowing^ .. ^ ,7.
HSQ THOUS, Commercial sow slaughter
HTC $
s 7 "*
'".j '• . r,r -jJ •. i ,r .
Total costs of producing 100 pounds of pork
, ,.HTC = ,HFP*6.,04 +. FLW*1.2 ,+ 3.
LBYP $. , yalue of ..lamb by-products . ..
LC MIL. LB.
V " •" ri^
Commercial civilian consumption of lamb and
mutton ,, _ , . . . ,
LCN
o
•LB. . .^Commercial civilian .consumption of lamb and
mutton per capita
LP .c.$ Price- per cwt. of sheep and lambs "(estimated
- ,cost jof federally inspected slaughter)
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LES THOUS. Ewes one year and older on farms Jainuary 1
LESA THOUS. Ewes one year and older on farms January 1 in
Second, Third and Fourth (garters: number on
farms previous year in First Quarter
LES2 THOUS. Ewes one year and older on farms January 1 in
Second Quarter, zero otherwise
LES3 THOUS. Ewes one year and older on farms January 1 in
Third Quarter, zero otherwise
LES4 THOUS, Ewes one year and older on farms January 1 in
Fourth Quarter, zero otherwise
LM MIL. LB, Military consumption of commercial lamb and
mutton
LPW $ Wholesale lamb price per cwt., Chicago, carlot
basis, 45-55 lb. choice carcasses
LQ MIL. LB, Commercial production of lamb and mutton
LS MIL, LB, Cold storage holdings of lamb and mutton at
end of quarter
LT MIL. LB, Net (imports minus exports) foreign trade in lamb
and mutton
P MIL, Civilian resident population ^
PC MIL. LB, Commercial civilian consumption of pork
PCN LB, Commercial civilian consumption of pork per
capita
PM MIL. LB, Military consumption of commercial pork
PPW $ Wholesale price per 100 lb. pork cuts, Chicago
PQ MIL. LB. Commercial production of pork
PS MIL, LB, Cold storage holdings of pork at end of quarter
PT
SBMP
T
TCLF
TIME
TRC
TRCN
TRCN2
TRCN3
TRCN4
TRFP
TRPI
TRHH
TRHL
TRM
TRPW
TRQ
TRQ2
TRQ3
MIL. LB.
MIL.
u r .
» I (I .
MIL. LB\
' .0'. ^
LB.
LB.
LB.
LB.
$
$
MIL.
MIL.
MIL. LB.
$
MIL. LB.
MIL. LB.
MIL. LB,
Net (imports minus exports) foreign trade in
,_pork-., j: , • . • - •
Price per ton 44% soybean oilmeal, Decatur
Trend: 1 in First Quarter 1955, 2 in Second
Quarter 1955, 64 in Fourth Quarter 1970
-:-n . ^ '
Total civilian labor force
1962 =2.0/ ..., 1970 = 10.0
rv .UZi ''-• iC! ' I.- .'-L''-,!' - -
Commercial civilian consumption of turkey meat
• 1 _ I) <• . r/ -T ( j ' ij:-,''
" Commercial' civilian consumption of turkey meat
per capita _
Commercial civilian consumption of turkey meat
per capita in Second Quarter, zero otherwise
Commercial civilian consumption of turkey meat
per capita in Third Quarter, zero othei^ise
Commercial civilian consumption of turkey meat
per capita in Fourth Quarter, zero otherwise
Turkey feed price per cwt, (16.5% crude protein
ration) = 1.39CP + O.OllSBMP
Turkey profitability indicator (TRPW/TRFP)
Heavy breed turkey poult hatch
Light breed turkey poult hatch
Military consumption of commercial turkey meat
Vlholesale turkey price. New York, 8-16 lb. hens
Commercial production turkey meat (R.T.C.)
Commercial production turkey meat in Second
Quarter, zero otherwise
Commercial production turkey meat in Third
Quarter, zero otherwise
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TRQ4
TRS
TRT
TRTPH
TRTPL
UNEMP
MIL. LB,
MIL. LB.
MIL. LB.
THOUS.
THOUS.
%
Commercial production of turkey meat in Fourth
Quarter, zero otherwise
Cold storage holding of turkey meat at end of
quarter
Foreign trade in turkey meat (exports)
Heavy breed turkeys tested for pullorum disease
Light breed turkeys tested for pullorum disease
Unemployment rate (l.-ECLF/TCLF*100.)
102
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APPENDIX IV
Derived reduced form estimates
of wholesale demand equations
BPW(I) = 115.195 + 3.068D2 + 8.503D3 + 5.843D4 - 4.515BCN(I)
+ 1.292BCN2(I). + .2974BCN3(I) - .6875BCN3(I) - .9104PCN(I)
- 1.9311LCN(I) 7 2\208BRCN(I) + 1.376TRCN(I) - .9729UKEMP(I)
+ .0254DYN(I-1)^+ 1.0447Tirffi(I)
PPW(I) = 69.957 - 3.052D2 -'4.681D3 + i.60lf)4 - 5.336PCN(I)
. + .i346PCN2(I)" +'.031PCN3(I), - .0716PCN4(I) - .3087BCN(I)
+ 6.315Lc'n(I) + '.8740BRCN(I) + .1434TRCN(I) - 1.126UNEMP(I)
+ .0273DYN(I-1) 1.588TIJffi(I) . . ,
LPW(I) = 96.454 + 2.745D2 +'5.88603 +"2.^204D4 - 16.643LCN(I)
.8130LCN2(i) +;.l'871LCN3(I)'^ ^ - 1.727BCN(I)
- .8784PCN(I) - .4648BRCN(I) + ,8662TRCN(I) - i.516UNEMP(I)
+ ..0110DYN(I-1)W-1.037TIME(1^^^ r .
BRPW(I) = 49.684 + 3130802 .+ 6.03703 H- 2.17604 - 3.972BRGN(I)
- .7835BRCN2(I) .1804BRCN3(I) + .4170BRCN4(I) - .308QBCN(I)
- 1.0317PCN(I) + 4.638LCN(I) ,8348TRCN(I) .6733UNEMP(I)
+ .009lDYN(I-l) + .7449TIME(I) • . •
TRPW(I) = 50.939 - 3.29402 - 5.61603— •.760604 = 10.028TRCN(I)
- 9.412TRCN2(I) - 2.167TRCN3(I) + 5.009TRCN4(I) - .0156BCN(I)
- 1.278PCII(I) - 1.127LCN(I) + 2.999BRCN(I) + .7082UNEMP(I)
+ .00020YN(I-1) = .0848TIME(I)
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